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!Note Book

Volume Twenty-Six
Do you ever have trouble
trying to remember where your
old friends are ...do you suffer
from writer's cramp ml fail
to keep your distant friendships in good repair.. do you
ever wonder what became of
good
ole • so-and-so .
friend the answer to your
troubles is here ... just get oo
.a national television show.

CAPITAL" OF THE WORLD

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, May 16, 1957

THREE DIE, THREE
HURT IN TRAGIC
WEEKEND WRECK
Held

Number Twenty

Carter Resigning;
Takes College Post

For
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield,
Buster Gene Owens '

Services

Jack Carter, Fulton Postmaster for tee past seven

years, announced Wednesday that he would resign the
Three South Fulton residents
What a field day I have had were killed
and three others
job\effective July 12, to accept a position as Assistant
since I came home getting mail injured in
an auto-truck coilto the President of a newly-founded Texas College.
from people I have not seen or son shortly
N.
before midnight
The announcement came as a shock to the community,
heard from since I was a little Saturday a
mile-and -a-half
girl .... years ago, believe me. south of Wickliffe.-K
which has long counted Carter as one of its dependable
v.
Some of the mail has been
and outstanding young men.
The dead are Charles Ward
from more recent friendships Mansfield, 21, of South
His new position, Carter told the NEWS,. would
be as
and all together they have his wife, Mrs. MarthaFulton:
Aim
Assistant
to the President of Christian College at Lubkept me in a state of notta- Perry Mansfield, 21, and
bock, Texas; his work would be in charge of developWI that is both pleasant and Gene Owens, who wouldBuster
have
ment of the new school, which is a standard liberal arts
-unpleasant
been 23 Sunday.
college just beginning in the fall 1957 school year.
Injured were Mrs. Owens, 21;
SHEEP POPULATION HERE ON THE UPT
N: A shipment of 320 cross-bred
I would like to give you a Kenneth Boulton, 23. and his ewes
and Iambs arrived in Fulton from the Northwest last weekend and
Carter,
graduate of Abilene
Finishing his Naval service
few "for instances" about that wife, Mrs. Dow'. Rae Boulton,
were dietri- Christian a College
in
Texas in 1945, Carter returned to
snail I have received. About 12 21. Mrs. Owen, and Mrs. Boul- buted to members of a pool who had joint ly °raped them through the Farm Bureau, with
a
BS
in
1936,
was award- Fulton as teacher, coach and
years ago there was a young ton
were
hospitalized.
Mr. assisted by the Extension Service of Kent ucky Find the Agricultural agent of the ed his MA from
Murray in assistant principal at Carr Inlady by the name of Kay Car- Boulton was dismissed after ICRR, Jim Pryor. More than two thousand other'sheep have
1949.
He came to Fulton in stitute in the 1946-47
been received here in
year and
roll, who was my assistant when hospital treatment
earlier pooled shipments, Pryor stated.
1936 as a teacher-coach frcm then went to Martin
as SuperMr. Boulton said the three
worked with the Office of
1936 to 1940; then went to vising principal
of the Martin
War Information in Washing- couples were en route to Cairo
Mt. Juliet, Tennessee as teach- elementary school
from 4047
ton during the war.
...(World in a 1955 Mercury owned and
er-coach from 1940 until entry to 1950 He accepted
appointWar II)... and soon after we driven by Mr. Owens. He said
o nactive duty with the U. S. ment as Postmaster
of the Fulmoved to Fulton we kept con- Mr. Owens was trying to pass
Navy in 1942.
ton postoffice in January 1950.
tact with each other, but after another car on a curve when
IL
that I lost track of Kay. Last he saw an oncoming tractoryear when I went to Wash- trailer truck Mr Owens swervlneem I called Kay's old ad- ed,' avoiding a headon collison,
dress and found that she was but the car sideswiped the
bi the Virgin Islands, had mar- truck and overturned twice,
Funds From Sale
With the wool outloeli term- is on the upturn here, Pryor
ried, and was the mother of landing on its top in water at
To Be Used
ed -very good" by &servers, stated, the .area sheep populathe
bottom
of a six-foot em• fine little Irish Colleen.
farmers in and around Fulton tion is still at an all-time low;
Annual Camp Trip
I didn't try to get in contact bankment.
County are beginning to pick the lowest since 1870, despite
Fulton
Cub
Scout
Pack
No.
Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield. Mr.
with her this last trio, realiz40 will have a big scrap iron up interest in sheep. Jim Pryor, the fact that this area is well
ing that she was still out of Owens and Mrs Boulton were 'roundup"
of
Testimonial Dinner
the adapted to sheep raising. Pryor
Pevnlea r Teacher
drive next Sunday Agricu' ' Agent
thrown from the car, the auto
the country.
ICRR, te. the News last week- underscored these other points
Given Last Friday
To Correlate Work
landing on Mr. Owens and Mr. afternoon May 19 beginning at
1.30 p. -m. from the J. L. end.
in favor of sheep raisers in the
For Retiring Chaplain
In Hickman-Carlisle
The other day came a letter Mansfield.
Indicative of increased inter- area:
Grooms office corner.
The
truck
driver, Robert C.
Approximate
ly
in the mail with what I
50
Mrs.
members
Kellie Lowe, Sr. well
—There is little wool in stor- of the
With scrap iron bringing a est in the area was the arrival,
Fulton American Legion known
thought was a familiar scrawl. Crosley of Robertsdale, Ale,
and
popular
weekend.
last
of
cross-bred
320
school
age,.
and
as
a
result,
no
govpretty
good price, the Cubs
and the Auxiliary gathered at teacher at South Fulton
Opening the letter I
was was uninjured
ewes
and
lambs
from
has
the
ernment
buying.
have
Manufacturer
chosen this method of
s the Legion hall last
Mr. Mansfield was employed
shocked and pleased to know
Friday accepted a position with the
Northwest, only the most re- are competing, for this year's
raising
funds
for
at
their
Fulton
special
Hardware
and
night
to
pay
Furnitribute
that "Kay was in the States
to Robert Kentucky State Department of
cent of several shipments this wool crop, with prices averprojects
Lamb, who is retiring as Chap- Education, the News learned
•
for a short time
the was ture Co. He leaves his parents,
• • •
aging
54-58c
Anyone
per
pound
who
now,
has
unwanted
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
N Mansfield
lain of Post 72 after twenty- this week.
visiting her family in Scanton.
64.1e MONDAY AT U. C.
scrap iron that they would -like
and in the fine wool regions five years of service.
Pa.... was sitting in the living of near Fulton.
'Mrs. Lowe will be educationThe
Union
City
Messenger
of
to
the
give
West,
these
60-65c
young
and
men,
some
please
Mrs. Mansfield, a Seigel facroom and decided to tuna on
Following a meal of barbecu- al impervisor of Carlisle and
reported
as
that
Monday
or
sales
70-80c.
call
There is no mut- ed -chicken,
Mrs. Robert Batts at KenTV.. . heard that Southern ac- tory worker leaves her parsalad and dessert, Hickman Counties. Her duties
this week over 100
ton surplus.
cent and told her folks ... TH ents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas tucky He r4w are Company; braved
Netherland intro- will be to correlate the actiheavy
and
—Breeding ewes are in great Commander
telephone
132,
Perry,
Se,
of
near
Fulton;
bet that's my ole friend Jo
duced Bro. Oakley Woodside, vities of all public schools in
rains,
bringing
38.0011
pounds
demand,
and
the
farmer
with
three
brothers,
Robert
Perry
Westpheling. When the picture
of wool to the wool pool at the healthy breeding flock of who led in prayer. Then Mr. the two counties.
(mine on she was shockingly and Christopher Perry of Dallas.
Mrs. Lowe will continue ti
Lamb was asked to comment
the
NC&StL freight depot.
young ewes is well off, econand
Thomas Perry. Jr., of near
surprised to see my face on the
on some of his experiences as make .her home in Fulton. He
County
Agent
Workmen
omy-wise.
screen." Kay will be leaving Fulton, and a Sister. Mrs. Joyce
Chaplain of the post for the duties will necessitate contare
stated
that 29.600 pounds
—There is no livestock ensoon again for some distant Williams of Dallas.
past 25 years. He pointed out with the schools during th•
were
graded
medium clear terprise with as much a reMr. Owens was employed at
'port and we promised that
that
on every Memorial Day school week and will make it
wool and brought 64.30 cents turn as sheep production. For
we'd try a little harder to keep the carbide plant at Paducah.
he saw 200 flags placed on the possible for her to maintain
per
pound.
The
wool
was
every
invested
$1
sheep,
in
He
leaves
his
wife
and
a son,
contact with each other
graves of veterans; that he had her home here.
bought by a St Leads firm.
$1.16 is returned tp the farmJonathan Owens: his parents.
helped conduct 80 military fuMrs. Lowe, a long-time end
• • •
comparison,
dairying,
er:
by
in
Was similarly delighted when Mr and Mrs. Herman 'Buster'
May 15: Joyce Fie ds Hill; year that have brought kr, a for every $1 invested, an esti- nerals and had made an esti- prominent figure in educationI received a nice letter from Owens of near Fulton, and two May HI: Peggy Peron, Violet
mated 17,000 visits to the sick. al circles in the two States has
total of two thousand head so mated $1.05 is returned; in beef
Paul and Nellie Jolley. former sister Mrs. S. E Smith Sr. of Johnson: May 17. Glynn Ray
Commander Netherland then been nominated as one of the
cattle. every $1 invested reFulton residents who are liv- Paducah and Mrs. Harvey Bon- Powell. Mrs. W. W. Harris, far.
presented Mr. Lamb with a Mid-South's favorite school
Although
-heep
population
turns
61c.
durant,
Jr.
of
Mayfield
Birmingham. Ala.
near
ing
Legion cap and a Lifetime teachers in the Memphis ComMrs. Howard Edwards, Mildred
Paul Hornbeak Funeral
Paul and Nellie were so pleasMembership in the post. At this mercial Appeal's favorite teachLand, Ben H. Maupin. Charles
Home
has charge of services
time Mr. Lamb introduced his er contest.
04 to see Nancy and me on the
Werke; May 18: Follis Bennett,
airwaves and was even more for Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield. Billy Scruggs, Mrs. E. Waggonwife, Mrs. Lamb; his daughter
delighted to read a column ... White-Ransom Funeral Home er; May 19: Martha Lynn Mcand her husband, Mr. and Mrs. OUTSTANDING CITIZENSHIP
a long one ...in the Birming- of Union City has charge of Kelvey, Zebus Harris, Pete
Ray Omar, and his granddaughThe "Outstanding Citizenship"
ham News written by an old services for Mr. Owens.
ter and her husband, Mr. and
Byars, Robert Hale. Norma
friend of mine, Roger Thames
Mrs. Freddie Mills from Madi- awards of the Fulton Rotary
Benedict; May
20: Jerry
members
The
airborne
101st
the
of
operation
an
at
be
Club, presented annually to a
who worked with me in my
sonville, Ky.
Coates; May 21: Eddie Ben- Airborne
Division
Fort Yamoto Drop Zone at 2:30 p. m.
at
senior at each of the local
old newspaper days in Missisnett, Mrs. Coyle Wade, Mrs. J. Campbell
will
observe
the which will feature paradrops
high schools, were this year
sippi. Roger wrote too and said
R. Burrow; May 22: Ben Wiley Fort's Armed Forces Day Open of personnel and heavy equipLOW BIDDER
awarded to Mess Judy Brownthat although he rarely looks
Sams, Wm. Moultrie
Milner, House on Sunday, May 19, ment, some from the new
at TV he happened to that
Blanche
Weeks, Jerry
Mac 1957.
The Gulport, Mies. firm of ing of Fulton High and to
Force C-130 aircraft, and salvo
Jerry Bizzle of South Fulton.
night and there was his ole
Weeks, Jerry Britton; May 23:
Slade and McElroy was the
The
Baccalaureat
Sermon
e
The
Army,
Navy
Air
and
firing
"Honest
of
John"
rocPresentation was made at
teen Jo. Incidentally, the same for Fulton
Brenda Crocker, Sam Hardy, Force agencies on the Fort kets. An equipment display and low bidder for the contract to
High
School
will
be
Tuesday's Rotary
column was sent to me by Mr.
meeting,
Lela Bloodworth.
construct
held
the
at
the
First
natural
Baptist
gas
reservation
Campbell
transplandemonstratio
are
feature
n will
which both attended.
and Mrs. R. P. Witty, of Birm- Church on
mission
line
and
May
19.
demonstratio
distribution
at 8 p. m.
ning events and
ns weapons and equipment never
ingham. Mr. Witty you know
The program will be as folfor
Hickman's
Joe Royce and John R. Fer- for the day which will climax before shown in this area, in- system
new
is the brother of the beloved, lows:
FRESMMAN HONORS
guson spent Sunday in Mem- those which drew a record 30.- cluding the Wac Corporal mis- $425.000 municipal natural gas
late Elizabeth Witty who wrote
Processional, Festival March phis visiting Kenneth Jones 000 people to the 1956 celebra- sile and, for the children, firing system. The bids by eight
Miss Janet Allen of Fulton
for the News for a long time. —(Teilmane
Mrs J U. Mc- who is a patient in Baptist tion.
of blank ammunition and leaps firms ranged from $218,638.85 has been named as a member
to
Kendree
$357,761.50
Hospital.
will
day
highlight
the
from
of
One
the Kiddie Jump Tower
of Delta Labbda Alpha, freshProbably the strangest "reInvocation, Rev Charles Roe.
which were so popular on
men women's honorary fraternewal of friendship" came from
Anthem.
"0
Divine RedeemOrganization Day last SeptemMiss Kelly Reams of Fulton nity at Murray.
another old friend of our Mis- er"—(Gouno
i), First
Baptist
spent the weekend with Miss
ber.
newspaper
days. I
sissippi
Church Choir
Save scrap for Scouts
A parade of soldiers, marines Linda Rogers.
wrote to Ron Schmitz, an adScripture. Rev.
Walter
and airmen, together with a
New
vertising executive
in
Thompson.
flyover of Army aircraft and
York before-Tleft Fulton and
Sermon. Rev John Laida.
helicopters
will clime
the
told him that I would be in
Benediction.
Rev.
Charles
Dr. Ralph R. Woods, presi- dictorian, daughter of Mr. and day's activities. A dearonsiraNew York and wanted him to Roe.
dent of Murray State College, Mrs. G. L. Bennett, and Miss tion by the Airborne School
help me contact some national
Recessional, Marche D'rete-- made an inspiring talk to the Nancy
salutatorian, and tours of the post will also
Counce,
advertisers while I was in New
(Berrell), Mrs. J. U. McKen- South Fulton graduating class daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom be included.
York. As often happens with dree.
at the annual commencement Counce.
The Executive Board of the the third district.
old friends, he had moved
Mr. Festus Robertson, Choir exercise May 9 at the school
Four Rivers Council of Boy
from his old address on Park Director.
The
MeCracken-Ballard-Livauditorium. There was a huge
Scouts took action consolidatAvenue to Fifth Avenue and
ington area will be served by
Dairying Worth Million
Class Day will be held on crowd present.
the
ing
five
districts
the
of
of course the letter was re- May 22, at 3 p. m., at Carr
Dave Thornton, district Scout
Council into three districts at
Several awards were present- In Obion
turned to me even while I Auditorium.
Executive and the MarshallCounty Barton
their
regular
meeting
May
held
outstanding
students.
the
ed to
was in New York. I was someCalloway-Graves area will be
The Junior High Commence6th.
Miss Rosemary Elizabeth Tells Kiwanis Members
what disappointed that I didn't ment will be on May 23 at 8
served by Hugh Miller, also a
The Chief Paducah District,
An ice cream supper will be
get in touch with him, but you p. m., at Carr Auditorium, and Clark, daughter of Mr. and
district Executive
with the
Obion county has a million- served at the Fulton City park which was formerly Ballard Four Rivers
know what. When I got back Special Honors Day, on May Mrs. Carlton Clark, and MicCouncil Staff. A
McCracken
and
Counties
has
hael
Cannon,
dollar
Mr.
son
and
dairy
of
industry,
composed
next Tuesday evening May 21
to Fulton I had a letter from 24, at 9 a. m., in all schools.
new staff member will be emMrs. George Cannon, received of 5,000 cows on 500 farms, and by Troop 4 of the Boy Scouts, been enlarged by the addition ployed to serve
Ron and lo and behold he had
the third area.
Livingston
of
County.
This
American
only
the
awards,
Legion
one
out of every five beginning at 5.30 p. m.
seen the show and was much
Scout_
officials
number
brings
total
expect this
the
of
which are presented each year farms a dairy farm, Wade Barperturbed that I didn't let him
All political candidates have
Family Movie Guide
to the outstanding boy and girl ton of Martin, an employe of been invited to the affair and Scout Troops, Cub Packs and consolidation to result in more
know that I was in New York.
in the graduating eighth grade Kiwanis club meeting at Union have been urged to make short Explorer units in the territory efficient and economical operRon and his wife Barbara often
ation as it eliminates one staff
to 56.
class.
The selections are based City last week.
came to Mississippi from New
(Source: Parent's Magazine)
speeches, the sponsors stated.
The Chickasaw District has position. There were formerly
These dairy farms in Obion
York, but you know how it is. (A): Recommended for adults on scholarship activities, leadCarlisle and five full time professional leadbeen split with
cognty, he said, are worth an
When the years start piling up, (B): Recommended for age 12- ership, and cooperation.
Hickman Counties joining with ers in the ten county area of
NEW PRIEST HERE
William Edward "Bill" Hick- agerage of $13,000 per farm,
and other interests develop, 16.
Fulton County, Kentucky and the Council, and now there will
you somehow don't find the (C)- Recommended for Rees 8- man, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. representing an investment of
Father Edward Tarrant, SPM, Obion County, Tennessee to be four.
Hickman,
Ron
more
P
than
$8,500,000.
So
W.
won
the
letters.
W.
time to write
12.
arrived last week from New form a new district. Fulton
Jack Fox, Scout Executive,
May 17-18: STORM CENTER Morris memorial award. This
and Barbara and the WestphelAccording to a Government York to assist Father William County was formerly known as
said that despite the staff reaward is presented each year Statistical Service census, Mr.
tags have at least decided to A-B, Good; C, No.
Carroll with Catholic parishes the Dry Lake District and duction that the Council is
making Barton
May 17-18 DEADLY MANTIS to the eighth-grader
keep the Christmas card list
said, Obion
county in Fulton and Hickman. Father Obion County Tennessee as the showing a steady
growth in the
A-B flood of Its kind; C, excit- the most improvement in his farms are valued at $42,500,000, Tarrant,
current.
a native New Yorker, Reelfoot District.
number of boys and institutions
or her grades over the previous representing • sizable investing.
Is a graduate of Catholie UniCounty,
Graves
fanned!, • served. The Council served
May 19-U BOY ON bOL?- year.
Of course I have had many
ment and a sizable industry.
versity, and has served at a part of the Chickasaw District, 4,539 different boys during
appreciated letters from News WIN
Excellent;
The Principal's Awards went
parish in Brooklyn before corn- has been allied with Marshall 1956, Fox said, and will serve
(Continued on Page 4)
lent bet need Interpretation.
to Miss- Marietta Bennett, ValeSave scrap for Scouts
ing to Fulton.
and Calloway Counties to form more tn 1957.

CUB SCOUTS PLAN W001 Coming Bac
k
SCRAP DRIVE ON
LEGION HONORS
MRS. KEWE LOWE
SUNDAY, MAY 19TH Into Local Picture
ROBERT IAMB FOR NAMED SUPERVISOR
25 YEARS SERVICE KENTUCKY SCHOOLS

FT. CAMPBELL PLANS EVENTS,EXHIBITS
FOR "OPEN HOUSE" MAY 19; ALL INVITED

MS BACCALAUREATE
WILL BE KAY 19

OUTSTANDING SOUTH FULTON STUDENTS
ARE GIVEN AWARDS AT COMMENCEMENT

SCOUT COUNCIL RESHUFFLES,CONSOLIDATES
DISTRICT; FULTON NOW IN CHICKASAW

SCOUTS WILL SERVE
ICE CREAM SUPPER

Lone Oak Club
The Lone Oak Club met at
the Center for the regular
meeting of the month, April
24, with nine members and
three visitors present. Opening
song "Easter Paraae" was lead
by Joyce Brown. Devotional by
Bonnie Brown. Club Creed was
read in unison. Introduction of
visitors and announcements
followed.
Roll call was'. answered by
reading clippings on clothing
given out by clothing leader.

Minutes of last meeting read
and treasurers report given.
Two members attended the
county wide meeting on the
making of lamp shades. ,
With the vice president presiding the following gave reports:
Bonnie Brown, Poultry; Annalyn Puckett, nutrition and
Cunningham,
Winnie
health;
Home Management; Miss Odom
was present and gave a discussion on fashions and related
colors demonstrated accessories
in dress. Hazel Yates was in
charge of State Names Contest
with Beula Bailey and Analynn

Telephone
Talk

FRESH VIEWPOINTS CAN OVERCOME
MENTAL BLOCKS, PSYCHOLIGISTS SHOW

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 16, 1967
LAID OUT AS CITY

WORLD'S LONGEST

The great $99.800,000 bridge
Purchase of the Louisiana
n across the
Territory in 1809 and burning under constructio
in Michigan,
Straits
Mackinac
in
Washington
of
of the city
Tips on ways to get more
reports, will
Columbus, in Reader's Digest
1814, caused
power out of your brain cells
Hickman county, to be pro- art two records. It will be the
are offered by Morton M. Hunt
Overcenter of the United world's costliest bridge and,
to
claimed
"How
article,
an
in
laid out from anchorage to anchorage,
come Mental Blocks," appearStates. Engineers
ing in January Reader's Digest
Our church services at the streets and plans were formul- the world's longest suspension
as condensed from Mayfair.
Mt. Moriah Baptist Church are ated to make Columbus the bridge. It will be opened us
psycholothat
1957.
reports
Hunt
the 1st and 3rd Sundays of national capitol.
on
PRYOR
AM
Wish
gists have found even slight each month. Rev. A. B. Adams.
Apeasaravel Ape.lamb CaireiSs
Listen to WFUL for latest news
examinations, too great eager- Martin. is the pastor. We also
USE PHOSPHATE
Economical Summer Pasture ness to succeed as in applying have Prayer Services on each
phosphate
A half-pound of
for a job, and preconceptions Wednesday night, and Sunday
per day,
fertilizer per cow
"THE BEST SUMMER PAS- can set up mental blOcks. Such School on each Sunday.
a short distance
TURE I EVER HAD," was the blocks make it difficult to see
We want to extend an invi- spread in and
expression of Mr. N. J. Spraggs even simple solutions to pro- tation to each and. everyone to behind the gutter in the dairy
stanchion barn, is better than
names and come and worship with us.
of the cypress community in blems, to recall
lime. Lime makes the floor
Hickman C o u nt y, Kentucky. hamper us in various ways.
Ward
William
Mr. and Mrs.
"experas
phoaphate ties up the
Mr. Granville Vincent of the
dinner
slippery;
ading
Masquer
had as their Sunday
Pilot Oak community in Graves ience" such preconceptions so guest Rev. and Mrs. A. B nitrogen in the manure, cuts
County had this to say about seriously block creative think- Adams, and Miss Janie Lucille down smell and makes the
Sudan, "Last year was my first ing that organizations like Bell Murphy.
manure worth more in the
season to use sudan in my pas- Laboratories have devised tecBonnie Pearl Bennett was spring.
ture program and with the re- hniques to counter this. When the Saturday night guest of
sults I got, it will always be a Palle of scientists attack a Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett. Save Money -- Shop in Fulton
my choice for summer grazing" project one man new to the Mrs. Mary Boaz, Fulton was
This is just about the same problem is placed with them. also a guest.
story I got throughout my ter- His fresh approach and lack of
We want to welcome Mr and
ritory concerning sudan. More a ready made solution drawn Mrs. Bernard Clark and family
shakes t3 our community. They have
sudan will be seeded this year from past experience
than any year in history. This up the group's thinking and recently moved into the Her
is a big statement, but in Wes- often results in new and bet- man Matheny house
and Southern ter ideas.
tern Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milam
Illinois this is a fact.
Psychologists suggest that were Sunday dinner guest of
OPTOMETRIST
Lets think about sudan for you, when stymied by a pro- Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison.
Piper,
a while. Varieties are:
Several from the Mt. Mortal,
blem, talk it over with persons
Tift, and Sweet Sudan. All are with backgrounds and training Church attended church ser
announces the opening
about equal with Piper and different from yours who may vices at the Rest Home ner ,
A
Tift being rust resistant. We offer a fresh viewpoint.
Rev.
Dresden last Sunday.
don't have too much trouble
An especially successful tech- B. Adams brought the mesSweet
so
area
this
the
nis office on Lake Street for
with rust in
nique for countering mental sage. Jimmy Williams and
may be used with good results. blocks is the "brainstorm" ses- Mt. Moriah Quartet sang 3
wa.
Now then, plan on seeding a sion — a conference where (1) special numbers, which
minimum of 35 pounds when anything goes, (2) the wilder erjoyed by all.
drilled and 45 pounds if broad- the ideas the better, and (3)
Donna Wade is on the sii
cast.. Sudan should be seeded nobody may criticize any ideas. lis, and was unable to attend
after
have
you
land
on the best
Later, the brainstorrners go st•hool on Monday.
your tobacco field has been over ideas noted down criticalOn Fourth Sunday of M3V,
aptest
selected. After a soil
be Homecoming and Memwill
those
and
refine
expand
ly
and
ply according to results. If you most worthy.
theMt. M3riah
0:ial /bay at
haven't time to test apply 300
for appointment
Finally, Hunt asserts most Church with Sunday School at
pounds 12-12-12-per acre. You problems are less difficult than 10 o'clock. Preaching at 11
need not use complete fertili- they seem and deserve less atclock, dinner on the groun:i
zer. If you want to mix it, you tention than they get. He sug- and singing in the afternoon
sure
be
but
can save money,
gests jumping into the middle with the Rhythmn Aires of
to use the equivalent of this of the problem and tackling it k-adintih as the featured quar300 pounds.
"Once you t( t Flan to come and en inv
from any angle
Next, you need a well pre- jump, the problem doesn't ex- the aay with us.
pared seedbed. Seeding should ist," he declares.
Be acing you next week
be done about May 15 or corn
GLASSES
CONTACT LENSES
hot
a
is
planting time. Sudan
TRADER
FOR
NAMED
soil
weather crop and the
VISUAL TRAINING
should be warm when plantCatlettsburg and nearby Cat-. The inventor of the steamat
Fitch, died
ed. If sudan gets up and a cold lett's Creek were named for boat, John
who came Bardstown in 1878.
season sets in your sudan will Swaney
Catlett,
not do as well as it would have from Virginia in 1806 and
post,
if warm weather had kept it established
a
trading
growing.
serving trappers and hunters
Graze when about 18 to 20 of the Ohio and Big Sandy
BEFORE. River regions for more than 50
NOT
high
inches
Sudan is a shallow rooted crop years. *
when it is under 18 inches
high. Many farmers have comAMONG LARGEST
plained about losing their stand
Lake Cumberland is among
only to find that they started the largest man-made lakes in
grazing when it was shoe top the world with a shore line of
high. Another good reason for 1,255 miles.
waiting en grazing is that
chances of prussie acid poison- the vet. You will not have as
much trouble with sudan if you
ing are much less.
Sudan may be grazed until graze it properly. Divide your
frost ,then take your cattle off. sudan field and graze half
Never graze sudan unless- cattle while the other half is growing
are full of dry feed. First turn then you never have to take
one or two cows in the sudan them off sudan.
and watch them. If they start
staggering or acting funny call

Dr. Charles T. Alexander

SPRINGTIME IS SPRUCE-UP TIME! And folks all
over town are talking about the way those smart color
telephones bring the breath of spring (and a lot of convenience) to their homes. Soft colors like ivory, yellow
and beige are mighty popular, probably because of the
feminine influence in our homes. Six other shades to
choose from, too—gay as a spring garden—for contrast
or harmony with room decorations. But take a tip from
me. Most of all, you'll like the many, many steps extra
phones will save arouni your home. U you'll give our
Business Office a ring, we'll give you the full story on how
to make yours a "w t:.1-tel7lronzd" home, at low cost.

'TT'S A GIRL!" When :ere's a "INlessed event" in the
family the happy Dad just can't wait to get to the phone
to share the good news. And when baby comes home,
the same phone helps so many ways. It goes to the drug
store, department stores, doctor's office. And it's like that
with all of us. Just think
how often the telephone
eases your mind ... buys
things you need...makes
life easier and more
pleasant every day.These
days you take your phone
for granted, and we want
you to. In days to come
you'll see lots of exciting
new things... telephone
TV,for instance ... that
will make your phone
even more a part of
pleasant living.
• • •
TELEPHONE TIPS—Your out-of-town calls go through
twice as fast when you give the operator the number of
the person you're calling. .. Your telephone cord will
never tangle again once you get a handy, stretchy spring
cord ... You solve shopping problems fast when you check
the Yellow Pages first for the product or service you need.
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COMPLETE VISUAL CARE
PHONE 235

More ofEverything
but water—ITI

A
the

Puckett winning.
The hostess and co-hostess,
Bonnie Brown and Valda Puckett, served refreshments, cold
drinks and cookies.

NOW

EVERYTHING In

am

ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
MOTOR SERVICE
•
MOTOR REPAIRS

MOTORS
REBUILT
•

We Buy- Sell- Exchange
ALL TYPES OF MOTORS
We Have The Largest Selection In This Area
Free Pickup & Delivery... Estimates and Prices on Request

MENEM. ELECTRIC

onidy.
You can paint and
live in a dream room
with

Thu DI LIJXII LATEX WAIL PAW

• Goes on over any hit:erica
surface
• Easy to apply with brush or
Roller-Koater•
• Gallon does walla olf
average room
• Dries within an boar
• Guaranteed washable
• Wide rang* of lovely sakes

EXCHANGE FURN. CO
Day Phone 2173

MAYFIELD, KY.

Night 1626-M

MORE FLAVOR, mostly.

MORE TASTE in the bottom
half of your highball... CAsik
STILL'S 91 proof doesn't foleit
the melting of an ice cube.
MORE CHARACTER, put
there the hard, slow, sour
mash way. And less water.

$155
110
185
FIFTH

%,PINT

1/4 PINT
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HAI/ OF THE il. S. GOLD IS
HOUSED,GUARDED AT FT. KNOX
Standing on Kentucky's Fort
Knox Army reservation just
south of Louisville is a building, which, by virtue of its
contents can be described as
one of the most important in
the world.
Although this structure, called the Federal Gold Depository. is situated within sight of
U. S. Highway 60-3IW, one of
the busiest in the country, it
is perhaps the least known of
all important structures.
The elaborately guarded 13
billion dollars worth of gold
bricks ,stored
here
is
the
world's greatest
concentration
of such wealth in one building
and half the gold supply of
the United States. Without this
gold, which
guarantees the
value of U. S currency, a general chaos in the economy and
government of the nation
would develop.
The treasure house itself is
100 feet square and a bombproof construction:
its walls
and roof are faced with hugh

News From Our
Holm In 'the

granite blocks. Atop each corner of the building are machinegun turrets where guards keep
a constant vigil against any intruders who might attempt the
risk of scaling the high iron
fence. Interlaced
steel coils
with openings. too small to admit a man's hand are set in
the concrete of the walls as an
added protection.
Constant inspection of the intenor of the two-story vault.
which is 60 feet long and 40
feet wide, is maintained by
means of an open space under
the floor and over the ceiling.
Mirrors and
brilliant lights
make
every
visible.
corner
Supersenstive michrophones in
the vault are connected with
the central guardroom. In addition to the vault, the building contains offices and dormitories.
Albert Evans, chief guardian
of the gold bullion, said it is
rarely counted with the last
check being made in 1953. Each
shipment. however, 11
gold

Tramp,
tramp,
rr- A tramp
i\

5SES

the girls limo marching

SERVICE
Kodiak, Alaska (FHTNC) —
Serving at the Naval Station,
Kodiak. Alaska, with the commissary store is Dale V. Flatt,
seaman, USN, son of Mrs. Hattie Gardner of 807 Fair View
Ave., Fulton, Ky.
Schofield
Barracks, Hawaii
(AHTNC) — Army Specialist
Third Class Charles I. Pritchett,
whose wife, Jonelle, lives in
Fulton, Ky
recently participated in a three-week field
training exercise with the 25th
Division at Pohakuloa, Hawaii.
Specialist Pritchett enfered
the Army in 1958 and received
basic training at Fort Jackson,
S. C. He is a rifleman in Company C of the division's 19th
Infantry.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elish B. Pritchett, live in Gleason, Tenn.
FIRST WEDDING
The first wedding in -Kentucky was solemnized at Fort
Boonesboro August 7, 1776.
The ceromony was conducted
under a giant elm tree by
Squire Boone, brother of Daniel. Samuel Henderson, brother
Henderson,
of Col. Richard
married Elizabeth Callaway. .
PORTRAIT CENTIME
In 1825, Lexington, known as
the "Athens of the West,"
ranked with New Orleans as
a center for portrait painters.
checked upon arrival.
"There isn't a possibility of
the gold being lost," he said.
-Our protective measures are
too elaborate."
unknown
The relatively
building remains so because
visiting is permitted rarely and
only then on official occasions.

Wendell Butts; Band Mothers,
The Fulton News, Thursday, May 16, 1967
Mrs. Ralph Cantrell; Publicity,
Mrs. Robert Batts; Publications,
DECORATION DAY
Mrs Robert Lowry; Hospitality, Ferguson, Sandra Hale, PatriThe annual decoration at the
Mrs. Hillman Collier; Devotion- cia Jones, Clara
McMurray, Palestine Cemetery
be
will
al, Rev. J. T. Hart; Scrapbook, Janet Roper, Mattie Sutton, observed May 12.
Mrs. C. R. McMorris; Civil De- and Barbara Turner.
fense, Mrs. Chester Gregory;
The two seniors unable to
Parent Education, Mrs. Elsie
attend were William Armstrong
Final Meeting Of
Provow; Foundei.'s Day, Mrs.
and Wanda Burns.
Year Is Held On
Eugene Bard; Safety, Mr. RuMay 7 At School
ben Kimbell; Parliamentarian,
STARTED WITH FOUR
Mrs. Mac Burrow.
The final meeting of the
The meeting was closed with
Fifith Fulton PTA for the cur- prayer
Iroquois
Park,
Louisville's
by Principal C. D. Parr.
rent Year was held May 7, 1957
open
air
theatre, presented
at :'.:5 p. m.,Mrs. M. B. Contour operas during its initial
ner. retiring President presided. Mr. And Mrs. Rose
season in 1939. They were
Mrs. R. Q. Moss, We'fare
"Naughty
"Rose
Marietta,"
Seniors
Entertain
Cayce
Chairtni..n, gave her report or,
Marie," "The
Mikado," and
the v,ork done by her con, Mr.
and Mrs. John Rose, "Rio Rita."
mit tee this year. She urge.;
Hickman, entertained the sennryone who might have clothes
ior class of Cayce High School
JUST WHAT
which they will give for the at a
party on May 3 at
Lhildren to please contact hei the
Derby, both
to honor
THE BABY NEEDS
at 1342. If you will notify her, old friends in the community
or one of her committer_ and to salute the last class that
Can be found in our
will oe glad to come by aid will graduate from Cayce High
All types of Insurance
baby department. Baby
pick up these clothes.
School.
Gifts
and everyday
Mr. Charles Walker, deleSAVE ! GET our
High school at Cayce is benecessities.
gate io the state PTA con en- ing discontinued after this year.
PACKAGE DEAL
tien in Memphis, gave an inGifts Wrapped Free
The seniors attending were
teresting report on her trip. Dale Clark, William Curtsing"Covering everything"
WES TENN DEPT.
She explained the ABC's of er, Jerry Lee Douglas, Otis
PTA ocrk. Mrs. Elson McGaiie Elks, Charles Hardison, Larry
STORE, Inc.
309 East IA alnnt St.
gave a resume of the work Henderson, Leon Shelton, Dan
Phone 408
dir e by the PTA at South Weatherspoon, Thurmon Good- Fulton, Ky.
Fulton
Fulton this year.
win, Janice Downey, Agnes
Mrs. Bob Harris installed the
fell(wine officers for 1957- 5)511.
President, Mrs. Charles Wainer; 1st Vice-President. Mrs
Wendell Butts; 2nd Vice-President. Mrs. Johnny Holland;
Secretary, Mrs. Elson McGuire:
Treasurer, Mrs. Ham Ethridge;
Historian, Mrs. H. E. Mullins.
Mrs. Walker accepted her office and appointed the following chairmen of standing sommittees:
Board of Directors, Athletic
FIFTH
Association, Mrs. Oden Fowler,
Welfare, Mrs. R. Q. Moss; Yearbook, Mrs. Neal Frields; MemBOTTLED
bership, Mrs. J. U. McKendree:
IN
BOND
PINT 2 55
Health and Summer Round-up,
4 YRS. OLD
Mrs. Gene Dowdy; Nutrition
Also available: HEAVEN Hill BeriNdy
%-PINT
and
Lunches, Mrs. Charles
Straight Bourbon, 6 year, 90 proof.
100 PROOF
QUART 5.6
Cannon; Finance, Mrs. Harold
Muzzall; Room Mothers, Mrs.
HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC
Program,
Copeland;
Eugene
BARDSTOWN NELSON COUNT V KENTUCKY
Mrs. Johnny Holland and Mrs.

SOUTH FULTON
PTA NAMES
NEW OFFICERS

I

DEWEY JOHNSON

4.55

•

TODAY...GULF BRINGS YOU THE MOST
REVOLUTIONARY MOTOR FUEL OF OUR TIME
...and two great running mates

NOW they take just a couple of steps
and shop from their
Remember when you
had to go out in all kinds
of weather just to gel •
bundle of groceries — or
maybe one,small forgot.
ten item Now you go
only as "far" as your
freezer Its like •'tore
in your own home —
with a variety of fresh,
healthful foods always
at hand See the new
models at your dealer

modern
lea
freezers

NEW GULF CREST

best ever sold for the finest cars ever built
Live Better . . . Electrically wife

—ernito,

FULL

HOUSEPOWEI?

Full HOU SEPOWER
ie. ewe 080,611.
lent sconarnical wee eill"
ap
vki
el7
:neer you wow ewe

—sad it,.., you velN add Ni
haw*.
Wiring dial providoePull MOUSFPOWER le 8111
investment in WI*, Owing.CaP our office w ink
your eioetrIeles shwa Wes Coriffiod 1401411POWIR

KENTUCKY UT1L11ES CO.

Made with a new, exclusive
Gulfformulato keep modern engines cleaner, quieter, smoother-running than any other gasoline. New Gulf Crest is packed
with more potential power per
gallon than any other gasoline.
It's so good that Gulf guarantees peak performance without
pre-ignition, without knock.

NEW GULF
GULL
SUPER NO-NOX. GOOD
that famous
for all but the most
critical of today's engines
New GulfSuper No-Nox stands out—
even among premium fuels. Protects
engines with its famous clean-burning
qualities. Sure to deliver peak,knockproof performance in the great major.
ity of cars on the road today.

high-value gasolint
Gives you top performance In
every car designed to operate on
regular gasoline because it's
packed with power a-plenty.Good
Gulf is famous across the country
as the high-value gasoline miggki,
to save you money.

Now, more than ever...

10 GET THE BEST FROM YOUR CAR-GO GULF

Page 4, The Fulton News Thursday, May 16, 1957

Diary of Dom's

course, there be many more
And while on the activities
of the Ward Bushart household
we feel sure that many Fultonians are happier for having met
Mrs. C. B Stacy of Pineville,
Ky. who was the appreciated
house-guest of the Busharts
last week. Mrs. Stacy is the
State president of the State
was
Auxiliary and
Medical
here to install the officers of
Medical
Fulton-Hickman
the
Society.
meeting Mrs.
We enjoyed
Stacy last year at the Mountain
Laurel Festival, and from just
a fleeting visit we know that
she is certainly a most able
lady, and a most charming one,
and that the State Medical
Auxiliary will be a very active
organization during her presidency, just as it was when
Sara was president last year.

Surrounded by children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren a lovely lady celebrated her eightieth
birthday Tuesday. In the same charming and gracious
Mrs.
manner that she has lived through all these years,
center
the
was
us
of
all
to
Bertie"
"Miss
Howard,
L. H.
of devotion Tuesday night at the home of Sara and Ward
at
Bushart, when sixteen memtpers of the family sat
many
lady,
l
wonderfu
the festive board and wished this
happy returns of the day.
Two of Miss Bertie's children, Sara and Mrs. Lois Haws
mother.
shared the evening and the day with their
Thomas Callahan a son, of Washington D. C. and Searcy
Callahan of Jacksonville, Florida could not be here, but
Life has no more happier
you know that they sent their most devoted greetings to moments
exciting
than those
their wonderful mother.
preceding a lovely lassie's

g
ok-Miss 1 irene Beard of Martin Makes Known Her Wright-Kaler WeddIn Not•bo
(Carittniesgt from Page ono
9
June
Be
Will
Wedding Plans To Mr. Robert Jennings; Vows
subscribers all over 'the counTo Be Exchanged Saturday In Brilliant Ceremony Mr. and Mrs. James Edgar try,
who said they alerted their

Wright of Union City announce
entire communities when they
the engagement of their daughgot the paper about Nancy's
Wright,
Marie
ter, Miss Shirley
appearance.
to William Robert Kaler, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Edward
And happily too, hardly d
Kaler of Clinton. Ky
business letter comes to the
9
June
be
The wedding wiil
News or to the radio station
at First Baptist Church in that the last paragraph or the
soloist.
first doesn't say ... "It certain
For his best man Mr. Jen- Union City.
ly was a surprise to see yo,,
graduatnings has chosen W. B Jenwas
The bride-elect
High on TV and your little go i
nings, Ill, and ushers will be ed from
City
Union
Sam Jennings and Sam Hat- School and is a junior at Mur- (Nancy) certainly deserved t
field of Mt. Juliet, Tenr., Mic- ray State College, where she win that show without any
bael Sexton of Nachville, Dick is a member of the Business competition. And as you well
knovi we think- so tou.
Freeman of Donaldson, Tean., Club.
Bill Beard and Torn Beard of
RETITRNS TO FULTON
Martin.
The bridegroom -elect is err)
be
a junior at Murray State ColI ittle Mark Beard will
Murphy has mo‘,.!
Gertrude
president
ring-bearer anu Misses Jenni- lege where he is vice Fraternity from Chicago to Fulton to I's ,.
Beta
fer and Jeannie Jennings will of Beta Tau
I
with her sister, Mrs. J
and a friember of the Industrial
be flower girls.
White.
Miss Beard is the daughter Arts Club.
—
of Mr and Mrs. Viron Beard
of Martin and Mr. Jena;ngs is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Jennings.

Unusual social interest is centered in the announcement being made today by Miss Virene Beard of Martin
of her wedding plans to Mr. Robert Jennings of Nashville, Tenn. The wedding will be brilliantly solemnized
at the First Baptist Church in Martin on Saturday afternoon at five o'clock.
Miss Board has chosen as her
maid of honor Miss Anne Latta of F.lton and Mrs. W. B.
Jennings. III, of Matawan, N.
J. will serve a, matron of
her bridesmaids
honor. For
Miss Beard has chosen Jane
Jennings of Nashville, Sue Jenninas of Mt. Joliet, Tenn.. Jane
Melton of Memnhis, Mrs. .1. L.
Prins-Hinds of Martin and Mrs.
Bobby Peeler of Oxford, Miss.

The bride will be given in
marriave by her father, Mtn
Viron Board, with nuptial music
rendered by Douglas Biggs of
Martin as organist and Bernie
days
days."
these
with
plagued
are
Namie of Decatur, Ga. as the
Virene
pretty
And
wedding.
those
of
one
for
is
amiss
be
not
Howard
Mrs.
It would
certainly
is
Martin
of
Beard
pays
who
over
women
remarkable
an octagenarian to pass
time these pre.,;ented to the honoree by Clark-Killebrew Vows
no attention to the passing such modern-day problems and having a wonderful
hosts and the hostess. The room was deand
years as far as interests
leave them to another genera- days as admiring
gay corated
with spring flowers Solemnized On May 4
enthusiasm are concerned. We tion. 'But not Mrs. Howard. She hostesses fill her days with
, wedding and refreshments were served.
had the extreme pleasure of has a rather important group parties preceding her
Miss Hazel June Clark of
extending our own greetings to of grandchildren and great- to Bob Jennings on Saturday. Mrs. Metzger conducted • the Fulton, daughter of W. N.
On Wednesday morning Mrs. games and contests, for which Clark of Fulgham and the late
whose interests
Mrs. Howard on her birthday, grandchildren
honored prizes were awarded Mesdames
and it was not of the accumul- are her own, and she's mighty Harvey Caldwell
became the bride
Virene's Hallie Roberts, Hortense Weille Mrs. Clark,
ated years that she talked devoted to their activities and Virene with one of
of Dean Killebrew of LouisElizawhen
Roof.
parties
Paul
and
Birthloveliest
when we said "Happy
wants that they should be of
ville, Ky., and Dresden, Tenn..
beth entertained twenty friends
day", personally and via the the highest quality.
of Mr. and Mrs. C E Killeson
have
the
Sure wish we could
at a morning coffee at
airwaves.
Mrs. Howard's life is an in- Caldwell home on Carr Street. seen that perfectly delightful brew of Dresden, Saturday
May 4, at 4 p.. m., in the Ladle:
She talked of current pro- spiration to all of us, and it
Elizabeth and Harvey's home play the the freshmen of South
blems that we face hereabouts is with some fond hope that, if lends especially well to unusu- Fulton High School presented Parlor of the First Baptist
and toH us of her own opin- we achieve that wonderful age al decorations and on Wednes- called, "Life With Willey", dur- Church The Rev. John ',aide,
ions in the matter. Keenly a- of eighty, we might just half- day the spring flowers all a- ing the activities period Wed- pastor, officiated at the doubleware of the activities in our way approximate her outstand- round the house presented a nesday in the school auditori- ring ceremony.
was attractive
own community and the need ing life.
The parlor
Virene's um.
stunning setting for
for action in some quarters,
with arrangements of gladioli
playwas
of
Willie
lead
The
some
party.
with
happy
is
it
so
And
said she: "I certainly think
The dining table from which ed by John Hughes; his mother and tall white tapers on the
that we again wish
something should be done a- privilege
day,
the
and party dainties were was Tommy Jean Hawks, his mantel.
coffee
of
happy returns
bout the type of modern day you
Mrs. 1.evris Sizzle of Fulton
and may, of served the guests was striking father, Sam Miller, his sister,
Bertie,"
"Miss
we
that
shows
movies and TV
with a centerpiece of lovely Lena Lou Moss, his girl friend, was the bride's matron of
his honor. Gene Killebrew of Dresblosson4r. The table was over- Waynell Dunavant, and
laid with a linen cut-work brother who comes in with a den and Louisville was his
Mack brother's best man.
Ronald
chicken,
cloth. Mrs. M. W. Haws pre- live
At present the bride will resided at the coffee table. The Coffman.
main in Fulton, where she is
bride-elect was presented with
2 miles South of Fulton
/
Located on US 45—E 11
SOCIETY PRESIDENT
employed as a telephone opera corsage to complement her
ator for Southern Bell
costume.
attractive
17
—
16
May
Mrs. Vester A Jackson, ClinThursday — Friday,
Guests included: Miss Beard,
as
been
has
installed
ton,
Mrs. Viron Beard., Mrs. Walter
of the Fulton-Hick— Double Feature Program
Save scrap for Scouts
Hill, Mrs. Gilson Latta, Miss President
medical society
Anne Latta, Mrs. W. B. Jen- man Counties'
WARNIM BROS.
nings, III, Matawan, N. J., Miss auxiliary.
•diddd
Jane Jennings, Nashville; MesHow Clitistian
TO MURRAY INSTITUTE
dames Frank Prins, Jr., Mrs.
Science Heals
(IN 'Battle' dress agaent)
C. R. Scates, Mrs. Ft. E. ClenPhebus L. Pruett, a science
dennin, Mrs. Edna Simmons. teacher at Clinton Central high "Overcoming Occupational
Mrs. Bill Beard, Mrs. L. B. school, has been accepted for
Hazards"
(a 'Rebel' with a cause!)
Council, of Martin. Tenn.; Mrs. the Science Institute at. Mur- WFUL (MS La.) huswi.iy Cls
Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Lawren- ray State College this summer.
ce Holland, Mrs. J. ft. Hogan,
Mrs. Glynn Bushart, Miss Mary
Ann
Mrs.
Bushart,
Swann
Whitnel, and Mrs. M. W. Haws.
IN
Monday night Viren- and
Anne Latta were in Nashville
when Virene was honored with
a linen shower. Her busy schedule will continue almost up
until ceremony time on Saturday. Friday in Martin the
Mesdames Arthur Douglass zred
SATURDAY, MAY 18
Edna Simmons will entertain
— Double Feature Program
with a bridesmaid's luncheon
and we know that will be a
happy affair. The bridesmarcls
will be as excited as Virene.
Then on Friday Mr. and Mrs.
PLUS
W. B. Jennings will entertain
at the Gateway Restaurant with
the rehearsal supper. Members
of the bridal party and out-oftown visitors will be guests
at the supper.
•
event for
The next big
Virene will be on Saturday
afternoon when she and Bob
join at the altar of the First
Baptist Church in Martin to
Sunday—Monday—Tuesday, May 19--20--21
say their "I do's". And to them
we wish life's richest blessDouble Feature Program
ings and a long and happy
life together.

FULTON DRIVE-IN

TAB HUNTER
NADUJE WOOD

FOR DECORATION DAY

Gladiolus

Engai
Max

DOZ.
-••••••

ORDER NOW!

Good Selection of Artificial Wreaths

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE

BEAT the HEAT SPECIAL
at.... WARE'S

"RIDE THE MAN DOWN"

rear

WAfiCE Bilk-YEA
sGivrni

WE WILL HOLD FOR

FRIDAY OR SATURDAY DELIVERY THIS WEEK

silrie Girl
He Left
Behind

MARK STEVENS

It Hits like A
Thunderbolt!

LUs

JACK PALANCE • EDDIE ALBERT
THIS IS WHAT
IISLL IS LIKE!

WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY,May.22— 23

THE BAD SEEMSTHE
arsoz
BIG HOMER! ..-47—

A heap of gifts came the
way of Miss June clack last
week when Mrs. Wilburn Allen
and Mrs. Lewis Sizzle were
hostesses to a miscellaneous
shower honoring this lovely
bride-elect. The shower was
held in the Allen home in the
Country Club Courts and the
lovely living rooms of the
home were decorated with myraids of Spring flowers complementing the gayety of the
many invited guests.
Miss Clark, a lovely brunette, wore a Ciel blue frock, cut
low in the back, with a roundleg neckline, an empire waist5 line and a very full skirt. Her
accessories were black and she
wore a gift corsate of white
carnations.
Contests were enjoyed with
prizes being awarded Mrs. Fred
Williams. Mrs. Calla Latta won
the door prize.
The honoree receivRI many
nice and useful gifts.
Late in the evening, the hostesses served punr.h, individual
bridal cakes, and nuts.

2-TON COOLERATOR
16,400 BTU RATING
2 SPEED DELUXE
AUTOMATIC THERMOSTAT
$299.95
2 — TON DELUXE
/
11
$159.95
EASY TERMS

Free Window Installation
•g•

20-Inch

All Metal

9x12

Window Fan Glider and Chair Linoleum Rugs
$19.95
$4.95
$24.00
20"window fan $70.00 TRADE IN ALLOWANCE
TIC
ON
OMA
AUT
WASHERS
.50
$32Pel
-

2 Speed

Electrical Reversible

emo. WARNER BIR0111.

JOSEPH

COTTEN
RHONDA

FLEMING
WINDELL
€5 -s
5

And in the shower department Nancy Lane, bride-elect
of James Long finds herself
with a hope-chest overflowing
with lovely, useful linens as a
result of the shower given her
by Mrs. Harrel Roll in the
home of Mrs. Fritz Metzgar in
Paducah.
A corsage of red roses was

1

IN FULTON AND SURROUNDING AREA

WADE

FURNITURE
COMPANY
PHONE 103

FIJI.TON

KY

The
made h
Elliott I
the engi
ter. Ms
Max Lei
Memphe
Robert
Miss
daughter
Watts al
Elliott,
late Mr
bet of tl
Fulton /

Sat
Parton
a baby
at 1230
Fla.

Memphis spent Saturday with
Mrs. Midge lbenfro and Mr.
Mrs. Charles Lowe • and Mrs. John Smith.
spent
Miss Marlyn Wilson
Sunday with friends in SaveOur community was shocked
nab, Tenn.
and saddened by the tragic
death of Charles Mansfield and
Rogers
and
Robert
Mrs.
wife also Buster Owens. We ex- Libby spent Saturday in Hicktend sincere sympathy to their man with Mrs.
Rogers parfamilies.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. R. R. CasSmith tleman.
Mr. and Mrs. John
and Riley Smith visited their
aunt, Mrs. Maggie Bogle of
Milburn, Wednesday. She is in
the Fuller Morgan Hospital in
a
from
suffering
Mayfield
broken hip.
Mrs. Ann Whitnel and Mrs.
Ben Davis spent Wednesday of
last week in lisinderson, Tenn
Miss Jane Lowe has been on
the sick list several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and children of Paducah spent Saturday night and
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Bud
Stem.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Laws of

•PIERCE STATION

re One>

coun ad their
en they
Nancy's

ardly
to the
station
I or the
certain
We

you

Movi+1

n to live
J. I)

Y
:EA

day afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Ishurn Conner
and Mrs. Kelly French visited
Mum Cuba Edwards near Union
City, Sunday afternoon.
Mrs
Linnie Castleman of
Boulder City, Nevada, visited
Mattie Renfro I.e,t week
Mt
Mr 'rid gra Jim Webb of

Moline, Ill., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly French a few days
last week while here they
spent one day in Tiptonvillt
with Mrs. French's sister, Mrs
Farris
Save scrap for Scouts

NAND PAINTED! HAND DECORATED!

_Wmegay,eare

Oven-proof'Detergent-proot•Underglazed

Miss Nina June Elliott

Engagement of Miss Nina June Elliott To

Max Harris Is Announced; June Wedding Planned
The announcement is being
made by Mr. and- Mrs Bob
Elliott of Route 2. Fulton. of
the engagement of their daughter, Miss Nina June Elliott. to
Max Leroy Harris of Fulton and
Memphis. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L Harris of Fulton.
Miss Elliott is the granddaughter of Mr and Mrs Lon
Watts and Mrs William Taylor
Elliott, all of Fulton, and the
late Mr Elliott. She is a member of the senior class at South
Fulton High school and a mem-

ber of the basketball team.
The bridegroom-elect is the
grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Harris of Hollandale,
of Mrs. George
and
Miss
Bowen of Fulton and the late
Mr Bowen. He was graduated
from South Fulton High school
Murray State
attended
and
college. He is now employed by
the Murdock Printing Co. of
Memphis, where the couple
will make their buii.e
Plans are being made for a
June wedding.

Mrs. Parton is the former
Peggy Ruth Owen of Fulton.
Anyone that would like to
Sae and Mrs. Donald Joe write to Mrs. Parton may write
Parton announce the birth of to this address: 7891 N. W.
• baby girl. Liesa Kay, born Miami. Place, Miami, Fla.
at 1230 a.• m. May 7, in Miami,
Save scrap for Scouts
Fla.
-
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— PROGRAM —
Friday — Saturday

a woman't Iota
Wik1 hen

"...take ow
Ike Mors"
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onowitse

ONTGOMER

!BEAM.

GUN DUEL
in DURANGO
Plus--A-Hare

• tut MIMI •ilium WU
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is Human — Whom tbe Pod

A SENSUOUS NEW WORLD
OF ADVENTURE,LOVS
AND EXCITEMENT...

Deep cream
protection
•

no messy finger*

let&Peolk
& SAKS

--$25°
VALUE

SAVE!
on this Special
Limited-Time
Offer
These delightfol metekins
piens nobs it possible he yes
se soseplese yew IWO Monies.
111.00 these seasyl

Wesson Oil
PINT
BOTTLE

370

QUART

710

BOTTLE

Unit 2-SOUP BOwt.s
(Set of Three)
li
Wiam

6

Lb.

Cot

&Apar

KRAFT

Right

Lb.

& 0

Caramels

Whiting

KRAFT SALAD

Mustard
5-OZ.

110

JAR

Box

Strawberries
Lemons

KRAFT CHOCOLATE

KRAFT MINIATURE

Marshmallows
10YrOS.

250

PKG.

SHARP CHEDDAR OR DOMESTIC

)I:
'
2L(

Croat/not*
ice Cream An Flavors

Butter

JANE PARKER GIANT SIZE

Roo.

lb. 654

To.

Yetis
WOOL 79t
C. I

14..h.
liknonerisie
Otsr Finset Quante Os 07G

Fab

THIS
Week

49c

Reg.
Parker Peach
Ea.
59c
or Blackberry
Jane Parker
Peanut sr Fudge Pkil-

Pies'
Cookies

Lg.
Pkg.

LADY BETTY

Lawn Chairs

All Alu. Reg. 8.95 value

Mayonnaise

25
8-oz.. 290

29c '47 70c Tidy Home Sandwich Bags
Hipolite Marshmallow Creme
GMURNISOUP

1-LB.

320

$5.98
Pkg.
of 80

Jar
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU MAY 111TH
AMICAI POCIMOST P000 ShAfts... WWI ling

Oleomargarine
ICTN.

49c
29c

Northern Toilet Tissue

(DEAL PACK)

75c

15'

F one•AaCPcote

DETERGENT

01ant
Plts.

1ftyla Sauce,

4
1
/
No. )
Can

6-j?:

DETERGENT

Old

Hoods

A & P

Vel

JAR

( )

ti):

deodorant

1-02.

or Rod

25c
Delmonte Tomato,...J.kuice
2 45c
Pie Apples
1.19
Instant Coffee
6 c'°)nzs 79c
Orange Juke
JELLY ROLL
SWISS CHEESE

2 o. 250
Palmolive
Soap
3 .g.
2

39t

10 eg. 59c
2 29c

Mann White

Sneed

North. Beans

39c

3 lb. Cello Bag

Pineapple

350

.8
111-1E00

)Doz.

2

HILLSDALE SLICED

250

1g.
Pkg. 32C

QT.
482

Canf""la

Potatoes
Lettuce

450

JAR

Juicy

YELLOW OR WHITE ONIONS

Malted Milk

a

Lb.

FRESH RED RIPE

BIG TOP DRIED GREAT

5-10-25c STORE

9c

7-Rib

Whole or Halt

P

Plus—News — Pest Pupil (color oartoon) I I

Lb

Plibg

Lb

320

CTN.

v Lit.

BALDRIDGE'S

RFibritorCr.:7n

End

Right

American-Swine-Pimento

CET SUCH WY TONI AT

nufw $I99
WILT .—

$3155115

(Lokn
Super

Sliced Cheese

You never touch a finger to HUSH.
It measures out, spreads on, smooths
in right from the applicator case. Ifs
the creamiest deodorant ever —
gentle, safe for you and fabrics too.
Dries instantly.

$499

Right

KRAFT

PLUS TAX

ONLY

Unit4-MEAT PLATTER
and VEGETABLE BOWL

2 1
Thick Sliced Bacon
49c)
39c.
Pork Roast
49c
Slab Bacon
1.19)2 25c •
Ocean Fish

Margarine
1-1..e.

JAR

980

1111.
S3-I5 TM

Pork Chops

PIN -OLIVE PIM PINEA.

WZ.
.
by

994

BOWL
and CREAMER

Super

5-02.

....Noe wen mot New teepee sea ts Per,c
•wally* rose
JEAN itfGUI ESE0"1.' WWAN MOCTA7e.DWIGHTIAYLOR
SAMOrt r. ENGEL

ONLY

Unit 3-SUGAR

CENTER CUT (SUPER RIGHT)

KRAFT PARKAY

Jar Cheese

cream

SPEC/ AL!
LIMITED
TIME ONLY

COMPLETE YOUR DINNERWARE SERVICE WITH THESE 3 UNITS

KRAFT'S

Hush*
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5—DAYS STARTING SUNDAY!

enchantingly filmed in
Greece...land where
romance was born!

Following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning:
Fulton Hospital:
Calvin King, Mr. B. B. Stephenson of Fulton, Mrs. Angela
Murchison, Route 1, Fulton,
Whitlock,
Ky., Mrs. Bobby
Mrs. Mary Rowland,
Wingo;
Wingo; Mrs. Hubert Stone,
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. R. V.
Putman, Sr., Fulton; Joe Edd
Garrison, Fulton; Mr. Debbie
Grisson, Wingo; Mr. C. W.
Burrow, Fulton; Mrs. E. W.
MeMorris. Water Valley, Route
1; Mrs. Dennis Byers, Clinton;
Vaughn, Kyle.
Vernon
Mr.
Murphy.
Cleo
Texas;
Mr.
Crutchfield; Mrs. Walter Scott.
Clinton. Ky.: Mrs. Jane Johnson, Route 1, Clinton; Mr. A.
S. Hamby, Hickman; Mrs. R.
C. White, Jr., Fulton; Mrs. Joe
Conners, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs.
E. N. Hindman, Route 1, Clinton; Mr. Luther Pickens, Water
Valley, Route 2; Mrs. J. E.
Farmer. Water Valley; Mrs. Ellis McCord, Route 1, Hickman;
Mr. Samuel Lockridge, Dresden, Route 4; Mrs. Mike Fry,
Fulton; Mr. James Ray CampMrs. Oakley
bell, Fulton;
Woodside, Fulton; Mrs. Ted
Clark, Fulton.
Jones Clinic:
R. A. Thomas, Mayfield; Mrs.
Joe Workman, Fulton; Thomas
Lynch, Wingo; Mrs. Vinice
Sendling, Fulton.
Haws Hospital:
Mrs. Kenneth Boulton. FulMcKinney,
ton; Mrs. Taylor
Fulton; Mrs. Tremon Rickman,
Route 2, Dukedom; Dulon Adkins, Fulton; Miss Sarah Linton. Fulton; Mrs. Melvin Yates,
Fulton, Route 3: Mrs. Thomas
G. Jones, Route 4, Fulton; Willie Work, Dukedom; Miss Doris
Winfrey, Fulton; Mrs. Thomas
Pickle. Full on; Mrs. Calvin
Todd and baby, Fulton; Mrs.
William Robe rt s, Dukedom,
Route 1: Mrs. Hattie Isbell,
Fulton, Route 5; G. J. Elliott,
Martin Route 3; Webster HartsEdgar
Mrs.
Fulton;
field,
Avery, Fulton.

Exciting new beady
tot you table!

CINflETE 3•PIECE
i PLACE SETTIII

HOSPITAL NEWS
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Mr and Mrs. William Greer,
Pam and Dennis and Mrs. Mattie Rogers visited in Dyersburg Sunday.
Miss
Charles Jackson and
Adele Berry of Riv er to n,
Wyo., are guests of Charles'
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Jackson. They mine for the
graduation of John Jackson.
..iss Mildred Knighton of
Fulton and Memphis spent Fr,

510 GMAT AnAMTK a PACIFIC TVA COMPANY
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25:
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INTERESTING BOOKS
ORDERED FOR '57-'58

Fran The Kennel—VHS

Some new books have come
into the Fulton High library
recently. Among these ordered
by Mrs. Howell are Let's Talk
About You, Hannah Fowler,
Swiss Family Robinson, Atoms
Today and Tomorrow, Camel
Bird Ranch, Tolbecken, The
World We Live In, Normn
American Snakes, and many
ethers.

On May 9, 1957, an election
of class officers was held in the
freshman, sophomore, and junior classes.
Officers chosen for the sophomore class of 1957-58 are as
follows: •
President -- TOmmy Fields;
Vice President — Jean Burnette;
Secretary and
Treasurer
Susan McDade;
Business Manager — Philip
Andrews;
Public
Relations
Officers —
Merrell Davis and Carol McNeely.
The junior class of 1957-58
elected these officers:
President — Charlie Huddleston:
Vice President
Johnny Allen;
Secretary — Donald Ray:
Treasurer — Joanne Covington;
Business Manager — Nancy
Holland;
Public Relations Officers —
Joan Carter and Philip Jeffress;
Cheerleaders — Ruth Butts,
Mary Ann Bennett, and Sylvia Frazier.
Officers elected for the senior class of 1957-58 are as follows:
President — Bud White;
Vice President — Jerry Page;
Secretary and
Treasurer —
Gloria Hinton;
Business
Manager
—
J oe
Barnes;
Public Relations Officers —
-Judy Browning and Afton
Jackson;
Cheerleaders — Anne Fall and
Patsy Grooms;
At the time of publication
the freshman class of 1957-58
had not elected its officers.
However, Chan Covington has
been chosen cheerleader.

Class Officers Elected

From The Kennel—VHS
EIGHTH GRADE ANNOUNCES
GRADUATION PLANS
Final plans have been made
for the eighth grade graduation. Commencement exercises at 8:00 o'clock on May
22, 1937.
There will be two songs by
the Junior Glee Club: "Serenade" by Romberg, and `Trees"
by Joyce Kilmer. Judy Moore
and Ophelia Speight will play
a piano duet, "Intermezzo", by
De Libes.
The Reverend James A. Fisher, Jr. will be the speaker.
Afterwards, a party is planned for all the graduates and
their guests at the Rose Room.
There they will have refreshments and a program.
Mew

METAL PORCH
FURNITURE
Chairs
Gliders
Tables
*

*

Easy Terms;
Immediate Delivery

TURNPIKE STOP

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST
PHONE 35

offers:
.•
•• A completely redecorated
like atmosphere.

home of dignity and home-

•• Three 'ambulances for your protection and service. A
new station -wagon ambulance has been in service for several moths. When yon need ambulance service, call or
ASK YOUR dostor to CALL 88.
•• Funeral services in all price ranges to fit all financial
circumstances. We guarantee that you will not find more
reasonable services anywhere . . . We invite you to compare
our price with any funeral home .. that is the way to get
the truth about prices!
•• Ful credit on Tennessee burial policies for your convenience, when you want us to serve you.
•• Courteous, dependable and outstanding service. We are
confident that you will not find better service arwwhere.
Give us the opportunity to demonstrate and prove that the
best costs no more!
• Telephone 88

• 408 Eddlngs St.

• Fulton, Ky.

Freya The Kennel—VHS

F. H. A. Scrapbook
Gets Superior Rating

AWARDS TO RE GIVEN
FOR WORK IN SHOP

second, and third prizes will
be
presented
for
carving,
tables, and .
architectural drawings. These awards and also
Certificates at Merit will be
Students
presented
the
by
Craftsman's
co - operation
in
with the Ford Motor Company
at Dearborn, Michigan.

On May 10, 1937, Mr. RobertSeveral F. H. A. members, son presented an exibit of stuwork
in
mechanical
their adviser, Mrs. DeMyer, dents'
and their president, Linda Ar- drawing and industrial arts.
rington, attended the spring
During the evening three
rally of the Paducah District out-of-town judges attended the
F. H A This rally was held showing. On Honors Day first,
Go To Churcn Sunday
Saturday, April 27, at the Benton High School.
District officers were elected
and installed for the coming
year at this meeting.
ADDITIONAL NEW EQUIPMENT
Plans were completed for the
annual State F. H. A. meeting.
Again we take pleasure in announcing to the people of
This meeting will be held on
Fulton, South Fulton, and surrounding communities, that we
the campus of Murray State
have secured and put into service a new AMBLEWAGON.
This modern AMBULANCE has factory built-in air condiCollege during the first week
tioning, which provides a cool means of transporting a patiof June.
NEW MEMBERS OF Honor Society and Quill and
ent for any trip, regardless of the outside temperature.
This year fdr the first time
It also, has a two-level cot which will elevate up to hosScroll group together for a picture.
the Fulton F. H. A. received a
pital bed level; thus enableing us to handle the patient
Superior
its
rating
scrap
on
From The Kennel—FRS
with more ease and comfort.
book. The scrap book, composFran The Kennel—FTIS
We do not believe you will find in a community of our
ed of F. LL. A. news articles,
size, a Funeral Home so well equipped, or personnel so
SEVENTEEN GIR1 s TO
pictures and momentoes, was
highly trebled and skilled in their work, as you will rind
RECEIVE F. H. A DEGREES compiled by Sue Moore, hisat the,
torian of the Fulton High F.
A large group of members H. A. The scrap book is now
in the F. H. A. have spent on display in the recreation
On May 8, 1957 Mrs. Charles several months working on de- room.
Phone 7
302 Carr Street
Burrow announced the names grees. Their names have been
Fulton. Kentucky
of the new members in the sent into the state and the Listen to WFUL for latest news!
Quill and Scroll, an Internat- state will mail them their certional Journalism Society. Those ificates.
On April 24 Linda Arringselected are Ruth Louise Butts.
Jeannie Davis, Susan Bushart, ton was interviewed in Murray
Gloria Hinton and Roger Pigue. for the state degree. This is
members
Present
in
the the highest degree in F. H. A.
Quill and Scroll are Ella Doyle, She will learn the last of May
Susan McDaniel, Judy Brown- whether her application was
Election, Tuesday, May 28, 1957
ing, Barbara Boyd. Pa t sy accepted.
Sue Moore and Virginia Page
Grooms, Virginia Page, Sue
Moore, Diane Wright, Jean will receive the chapter homeBynum, Anne
Fall, Marion maker degree, which is the seBlackstone, Bud White, Ken cond degree awarded to F. H
A. girls.
Winston, and Al Bushart.
Girls who worked on the
A short initiation ceremony
junior homemaker degree, the
will be held on Honors Day.
first degree. were Mary Ann
Blackstone,
Marion
Bennett,
The National Honor Society
Barbara Boyd, Brenda Brown,
of Fulton High School has
Patsy Brown, Judy Burten,
chosen this year's new memButler,
bers. Those selected are as Susan Bushart, Elaine
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
follows: Senior, Norma Owen. Ruth Butts, Cynthia Campbell
Calliham,
Bynum,
Sidney
Jean
Juniors: Judy Browning. Patsy
Covington, Jeannie DaGrooms, Barbara Boyd, and Joanne
For County Tax Commissioner
For Clerk, Court of Appeals
Anre Fall; Sophomores: Charlie vis and Ella Doyle.

ANNOUNCING

SOCIETIES CHOOSE
NEW MEMBERS

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

Huddleston and Ruth Butts.
The present members of the
Honor
Society are
Virginia
Page, George Burnette, Bud
White, Edwin Matheny, Marion Blackstone, Ken Winston,
Susan McDaniel, Jean Bynum,
Ella Doyle, Gloria Hinton, and
Wanda Sons

Baccalaureate Program
Ts Planned For May 19
The Baccalaureate Service for
the Senior class of Fulton High
will he held on Sunday evening. May 19, 1957, at the First
Baptist Church of Fultori at
eieht o'clock p. m.
The program is as follows:
Processional, Festival March,
Tillman — Mrs. J. U. McKendree:
Invocation
Rev. Charles
Roe:
Anthem, 0, Divine Redeem
er, Ground First Baptist Church
Choir;
Scripture
—
Rev. Walter
Thompson:
Sermon — Rev. John D.
Laida;
Benediction — Rev. Charles
Roe;
Recessional, March D Feto,
Barrel]— Mrs. J. U. McKeedree, Mr. Festus Robert, Choir
Director.
N, e The congregation will
please remain seated while the
class enters and leaves the
auditorium.

(Unexpired Term)

From The Kennel—PBS
FULTON HIGH GIRLS TO
ATTEND STATE 4-H RALLY
Several Fulton High School
girls were selected as County
winners in the recent Fulton
County 4-H Club Girls Spring
Rally. These girls will represent the county at the State
4-H Rally which will be held
on the University of Kentucky
campus at Lexington in June.
Jean Burnette was winner in
the Style Review.
In demonstrations, Linda Arrington won with her demonstration of a manicure. Margaret Guthrie will represent
the county on baking of yeast
rolls. Elaine Butler was the
winner on dairy demonstrations, and Kay French and
Peggy Elliott were winners in
a
demonstration
of general
dishwashing.
From The Kennel—FRS

Bessie Cloar Rose
Doris Owens
(Wickliffe, Ky.)

Elmer

J. L. "June" Suter
(Warsaw, Ky.)

Murchison
For Magistrate

For Commonwealth Attorney
Farland Robbins
(Mayfield, Ky.)

District No. I
Charlie V. Stephenson
James A. Willingham

Flavious B. Martin
(Mayfield, Ky.)

Kellie R. Lowe, Sr.

For Circuit Court Clerk
Ruth Johnson

For Magistrate

LI

Marion 0. Champion

For County Judge
John C. Bondurant

El Clyde

Corum

W. G. (Bill) Mays

Homer Roberto
D. L. McNeill

District No. 2
A. L. Cox

John B. Stayton

HONOR DAY MAY 24
Honor Day will be on Friday, May 24. at 9:00 in the
H. S. study hall. Following
this will be home room and
the distribution of report cards.
Most work will be finished be
noon. However, teachers attendance reports for the year
must tally and we will feel
free to ask you to remain or
come back until all reports are
clear. Please have your monthly and yearly report ready.

Harry L. White

El

For

Magistrate

District No. 3
For County Attorney
Henry Clay Poynor
James H. Amberg
Bert Yarbro, Jr.
Jerry Jones
For Magistrate

Kathryn Kelly Lannom
Patsy Harrison Gann

lelluctheyiie heuer owned 4.1/
cano hotoughly saisfying1

Ancil A. Royer
L. D. Alexander

El Joe E. Terrett
El Leslie L. Davis
Jeff M. Darnall

LI
1:1

=

For Constable
District No. I

M. E. "Red" Garrison

H. W. Walker

J. T. Davie

Joe L. Fuller

.
7 soi rm.hew,mum
war am nom,
For County Jailer

For Constable
District No. 3

Luther F. Adams
Marvin F.

Lowery

Earl Tibbs

John H. Lattus

El

Ed

Sansom

El

I. Kathryn R. Lannom, Clerk of the Fulton County Court,
certify that the above is a copy of the ballot to be voted on in
the Primary Election to be helgJn Fulton County on Tuesday.
May 28, 1957.
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME,INC.

Mount Washington was a
flourishing community on the
stage turnpike from Louisville
to Nashville as early as 1800.
The
settlement
was 'first
known as The Crossroads, then
as Mount Vernon; finally, by
postal
order
authorities, From The Kennel—FHS
of
Mount Washington.

THE WNITNEL FUNERAL HOME

From The Kennel—FRS

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
Mayfield Highway

Fulton

If You're Interested in an A-I Used Car—Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

Alesemts-Apci

Phase 42

County Clerk

F410

Oil

PATRICIA LATANE

rill
mt.
wleo
be
nts
nfl
fly

mim1

answers
iPATRICtA
LATANE
no eu•stion• In wean. Address mg
communications to hair c/o THE
News and watch for answer in
this column. Questions regarding
medlotne. h•alth can beet be an.
by
'moored
your physician; quoit.
lions regarding handling of mono,/
or In vestmonts can best be answered by your banker. THE NEWS
provides this column purely •• a
public forum and does net accept
any responsibility for th• •naws rs
In
tiniar•d, although
many
caw
hav• proved
that
ea.
iiiiiitromisly
curate.)

Dear Pat,
Well I have put this off long
enough Would like for you to
answer some questions for me.
Is my boy friend telling me
the truth about going with a
neighboc girl of his? Has he
quit going with a girl from up
north? As we have About quit
anyway, does this
ther fellow that ib trying to date me,
mean what he says and will
we go with each other? Who
found my bill fold and retuined it? Is it the on.., 1 think
it is? Does ply steady boy

friend care for me like he says
and will he ever be anything
but just friends? Hope you an •
swer all my questions.
R. S. M.
Dear R. S. M.
Yes, your boy friend is telling you the truth, this other
fellow is just a passing fancy;
leave him alone, if you don't
you will be hurt. The person
you have in mind is the one
who returned your bill fold.
Yes, you and the steady will
marry as he is in love with
you but he wants to have a
little something when he asks
you.
Dear Pat,
would like to ask you a
you
Would
questions.
few
please tell me why I don't
have dates like other girls? Also, will I find a job this summer; if not, when and where?
Will I be happy? Also, would
you please tell me where my

old office practices are? I have joy your column very much.
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•ROCK SPRINGS
misplaced them and can not
Do you think I should have
Mrs. Nettle Lou Copelen • and Mrs. A. J. Wright, Mrs. ed in 1804 and named for Gen.
find them.
Adell Emith and J. C. Wilbur Samuel Hopkins, a hero of the
Thanks
postmaster to investigate about
War 1812.
the letter?
J. N.
NAMED FOR HERO
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. StraighDear N. L. I...
Dear J. N.
Go To Church Sunday
ter and children visited Sunday
Hopkinsville was incorporatI would report this to the and Sunday night with Mr.
Your old office practices, as
been Postmaster and let him invest- and Mrs. Carl Bell.
you call them, have
Cirown away. The reason you igate it as I think the letter
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McClain
don't have dates like other was stolen. All I can tell you visited Mrs. Ella Veatch for agirls: well first let's take your about the diamond out of the while Saturday afternoon.
hair; try fixing it up, wash it ring is that it was punched out
Mrs. Nettie Lou Copelen and
roll it up, and take care of It; with an ice pick. It was not girls, Mrs. Pearl Cooper visited
you
but
will
lost,
next brush your teeth good and stolen or
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green Satuse a good mouth wash, and never recover the stone. Your urday afternoon.
next by all means get some- son will go to Texas, then aMrs. Colen Brown returned
thing to use for body odor. I cross the ocean.
home front the Fulton Hospital
know you can take a bath each
this week.
nite but still have a body odor Dear Patricia,
A large crowd attended the
in
I always read your letters
if you don't use something to
chicken supper, Friday night,
prevent it, and take notice that Fulton County News, so have at Crutchfield.
decided to 'Write you. A friend
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow, Mrs.
your clothes are cleaned and of
mine expects to be laid off Ella Veatch, Martha and Marie
washed,and ironed good. If you
from his present job. Will he Copelen visited Mrs. Lee Snow
will do these things you will
be laid off? If so what kind and Glen Ray Sunday.
you
Now
.
notice a difference
of
work will he find? And will
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green
and
can't do this just one time
still work in same town, if spent Sunday
he
with Mr. and
expect the boys to corns runnot where will he move? Also Mrs. Elmore Copelen and famining over; this has got to be
how long will I work at my ly, afternoon visitors were Mr.
Purina Chows — Fertilizers
done every day for several
present place and why will I
noticed
be
will
you
then
weeks
leave when I do leave? Where
Custom Grinding-Seed Cleaning
and you will be happier than will I go? Hope you can an- to answer a few questions for
•
it
try
so
you have ever been
me and so far she has not
Phone 620— 1641
me.
for
questions
these
swer
I'm
to them. That
and you will find that
I'll be watching for your an- even replied
right.happened a few years ago
swer,
when she was answering quesA Reader
Dear Pat,
WE INVITE YOU TO ATTEND
of this nature in which
tions
Reader,
Dear
suit underwear
I would like to ask you a
new
a
lost
I
laid
be
not
will
Your friend
few questions. The boy I sin off; he will continue to work there in Fulton and she failany reply to my
going with. Does he love me
at his present job; you will ed to make
and will I marry him? If not continue to work where you questions.
give me the initials of the boy's
Is Pat biased against me? Or
On 51—At Overpass-3 Miles North
are but in January of this cornname that I will marry. When
doesn't care to answer'
just
your
leave
will
you
ing year
will I meet this boy? What
party in last weeks paper,
job due to your marriage but One
CUT OUT THIS COUPION !
year will I marry him? What
had answered her quesshe
in
you will continue to live
second time.
the
month and what day and how
for
tidns
the same town.
old will the boy be when I
Here is what I want to know.
meet hint and how old will
Will I benefit from the proPatricia,
Dear
going on in Chicago?
I' be?
ceedings
and
column
your
read
I have
Your truly,
extent? And when
what
About
me
tell
can
you
am hoping
be settled.
matter
B.
this
will
do,
to
what will be best for me
me any
give
relatives
This pass admits one auto driver free, when acmy
Will
to
Dear B. M.
move out to myself or try
old
years
20
concern?
be
will
You
stay on with my sister. Can I
companied by one or more adult admission. Any Nite
0. D. E.
when you marry that will be be happy to move? It seems I
you
and
E.
D.
now
0.
three years from
can't be with my sister, we Dear
Before May 24.
First I want to explain the
will marry in the month of are both up in the age. Could
dated
Is
answering
July. Right now you don't even you possibly answer this in letter I'm
NORTH FULTON DRIVE IN THEATRE (far')
the first
know the boy and you will next week paper and thanks a March 27th. and it is
you
letter I have received from
only know him about 8 months lot?
this year or in other words
before you marry; and his iniW. L. N.
TONITE (Thurs) — 2 BIG ACTION HITS since I have been answering
tial will be R. T. C.
Dear W. L., N.
P WOMEN" —plus-- "OKLAHOMA KID"
"SWAM
if
and
time
thiss, last
No I think you are better letters
the space
had
News
Fulton
the
Dear Miss Latane,
both
off where you are as you
FRI & SAT — BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
I would like very much to need each other, and I think I wouldn't try to find the time
letters that
picked
and
found
who
know
try and to answer all the
Dennis Morgan
both
would
Leslie Nielson
you
if
up the article which I lost a each of you give 50% in place come in each week. Fm sure
Jane Wyman
Miller
Colleen
of
amount
it
get
the
I
realize
don't
few days ago. Will
of trying to receive 00% you you
into
piling
come
that do
"BAD MEN OF
back?
"HOT SUMMER
would get along better and be letters
News office if you did you
K. H.
happy. My suggestion is to sit the
alMISSOURI"
NIGHT"
would understand why I'm
Dear K. H.
down and talk the matter out;
short and a hour
No you will not get it back; I think you can straighten it ways a dollar
late but now your hour has
SUNDAY & MONDAY
it was picked up by a man out if you will do this.
arrived and I will try to anwhoses initials are G. T.
Wayne — Robert .Ryan
John
swer your letter.
Dear Pat:
benefit but veep
not
will
You
NG
several
"FLYI
L.EATHERNECICS"
Dear Patricia,
I have written you
just a few hunCould you answer a few weeks ago and have thought so little in fact
Color
In
Glorious
settled
It will be
questions for me? My son in much over the answer that you hred dollars.
it,
of
part
latter
the
July,
Fort Lewis, Washington sent gave me that at this time I in
first of August beTUES WED—THURS-2 HITS
me some money in a letter the would like to ask a few more maybe the
fore it reaches you. No, you
first of March. I never receiv- questions.
"Black Dakotas" & "Bride of A Monster"
will get very little concern
ed the letter; what happened
I would like to know the
relatives.
ypur
from
and
it
get
it
ever
I
to it? Will
job that I have now that if
how? My brother's wife had a would be best to make a
diamond ring and she said she change at this time or near
lost the diamond out of it. Did future': or continue on, and the
she sell it or did she lose it and change would be best and betwhere will we ever find the ter for me.
stone? Will my son 'in the
Yours very truly,
Army have to go across the
E. M.
be
he
ocean to service or will
Dear E. M.
sent near his Thome' And where
No, stay_ where you are, by
or what State?
all means.
Thanks for answering these
questions. I am a reader of Dear Pat:
I wrote Pat over 3 weeks ago
Fulton County News and en-

REED BROS.
FEED & SEED CO.

NORTH FULTON

=ma

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstration of the new 1957 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.

Office, 116 Carr

Used Can, 101 W. State Line

IRIVE-IN

AUTO DRIVER'S PASS

FREEDURINGPROURIZES

GUARANTEED TO OUT PERFORM
ALL OTHER SETS

Keeping on
our toes!

31st Anniversary Sale

Regardless of Distance

1957

GRAND PRIZE:

AFAIIPAr TV

SHETLAND PONY

•
FULL SIZE DELUXE CONSOLE

This year the Illinois Central in—
laying heavier rail and more welded
rail because good rail is the basis of
good railroading;

OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE

putting 70 more GP-9 diesel locomotives to work;

ASK ABOUT OUR

building another 2,600 freight cars;
spending some $39 million for improvements that will keep this railroad ahead of competition.

LOW

SPECIAL

Price

DURING MAY
ON

249"

But these things are not all. A railroad
is run by railroaders. And Illinois
Central railroaders know that keeping
on their toes is the best way to keep on
earning the right to your business and

HOG FEEDERS

4
24

Registered Bacon Type Duroc Gilts**
Baskets cf Groceries

6 Country Hams
Nothing To Buy — Just Come In And
Register. Something Free Every Week

WE HAVE SOME REAL GOOD PRICES ON
SEED! NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.

EASY
TERMS

Soybeans, Seed Corn, Fertilizer, Insecticides. We

your friendship.
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL. RAILROAD
eff,oa.4;goif4/d-rgw444isc,

carry most all kinds of Field and Garden Seed. We

•
•

Zenbk EXTRA Features wan EXTRA Performance and Enjoyment

ROPER TV SERVICE
306 Main St.

reserve the right to limit quantities.

Model Z22431 Mahogany Color Console.
21' overall diagonal picture tube. 262 eq.
in. rectangular picture.

Fulton

Phone 307

p A.:C.03

& SONS
FREE DELIVERY AND PARKING LOT

Elected Officials of Fulton Should Spear-head
Progress for Better Community Life
In the putt, for reasons unknown
to us, there has always seemed some
reluctance on the part of candidates
running for City of Fulton offices to
make their candidacies known or to
campaign for them. For some reason
we have come to believe that maybe
those persons are a little ashamed to
seek the offices and the reason is justifiable. Twenty-five dollars a month
for the Mayor, and five dollars a
month for Councilmen, is the pay our
('ity officials receive and frankly we
ought to be ashamed to print it. But
its the truth and we've got to say so.
But the salary of our public officials
is not what concerns most at the
moment, what concerns us is why so
little interest is always manifest in the
City of Fulton elections and moreover
what do we expect of those city officials who are elected when they do
take office.
In selecting our city officials wc are
entitled to know what they will do if
elected and as a matter of fact what
we expect would like to see them do
it they are elected.
1) We need industry in this City,
and it takes energy and know-how to
attract industry — to bring to industry
knowledge of the fact that we have
fine churches, fine schools and a labor
supply that is willing to give good
service for good pay.
Much is said and written about our
need for industry, and the Chamber
of Commerce is always on the alert
to follow through any leads they have
in that direction. We think it is time
for our City officials to join hands
with our civic clubs in this direction
and the election of wide-awake, progressive business-men in r.,rtsted in
building a community and their own
businesses should be a prime requisite
in selecting a man to hold down any
one of the six posts on the Fulton City
Council.
2) Another thing that we believe
you are interested in is your Police and
Fire Departments. Good policemen
and good firemen are entitled to more
pay than the members of the Fulton
Fire Department and the members of
the Fulton Police Department receive.
These people risk their lives in maintaining the peace and protecting the
'property of the citizens of Fulton. You

can't make a policeman out of man
by pinning a shield on his shirt and
putting a pistol on his hip, and we
don't believe in that sort of policeman.
3) We think we are far in arrears
in taking a look at our boundaries and
making some constructive plan for expansion. What a pity tha:..- Highlands
and Riceville continue unincorporated. when even the near-sighted can
see that we're bottled up in a small
area, while the lovely possible residential sections are being invaded by
commercial sites all around us.
4) We need a City Council who must
keep abreast of the progress all around
us and spear-head the activity for
growth.
5) We need to review our sewage
disposal project; our tax structure to
see if,it is commensurate with the
cities; we need a public auditorium;
we need an industrial committee to
work hand in hand with the Chamber
of Commerce to coordinate efforts of
the official and the official and the
civic views.
It has been brought to our attention that six-men who have announced
for the offices of City Council have
joined in their efforts to serve the city
in the capacity of KENTUCKY BUSINESSMEN INTERESTED IN THE
PROGRESS of Fulton. They have
matched ideas and it would seem to us
that consideration of this "slate" at
election time would bring some greatly
needed advantages to the city. Totalling their business careers together it
would seem that they have served Fulton for over a 100 years. We would
say right off hand, that since they
have made successes of their own business ventures, surely they could
greatly assist Fulton in its march toward keeping up with other cities the
size of ours.
This does not imply that the other
candidates in the race are not all qualified and able men. Its just that we
think that men who have joined together to serve Fulton as a body must
have some definite plans of action . .
and for that we think their candidacies deserve your consideration.
For whomever you vote . . . be sure
that the person you so select will serve
the interests of all the people and not
just the interests of a favored few.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

What The Dead Sea Scrolls Mean
By Dr. E. H. Peters. Wayne State
University, Detroit.
.
TEN YEARS AGO, two Arab boys
in search of a stray goat, entered a
cave on the western shore of the Dead
Sea and found several old clay jars.
The contents of these jars caused some
people to trumpet the end of Christianity.
"The Dead Sea scrolls offer a strong
challenge to the Christian faith."
"They prove Christianity is nothing
more than offshoot of a Jewish sect
called the &genes." These and other
equally frightening statements are
causing people to ask, "Just what is
the story behind the Dead Sea scrolls?"
THE LARGE jars found in the cave
contained scrolls which date back to
the first century B. C. After all kinds
of tests, scholars have verified the age
of these manuscripts and removed all
possibility of a hoax.
The scrolls make up a whole library
including parts of nearly every book
of the Old Testament. Among them is
a complete copy of the Book of Isaias.
This document is about 1000 years older than any Hebrew copy of a complete book of the Bible which we had
until now.
THE BOOKS WERE the property of
a Jewish religious party. active at the
time of Christ, called the Essenes. One
of the documents sets out the doctrines
of this group. Several of their practices and teachings resemble those of
the Christians. For this reason it was
thought that the discovery offered a
challenge to the Christian faith.
But where is the challenge?

THE SIMILARITIES between Christian practices and those of the Essenes
are to be expected since both arose
out of the same background of the Old
Testament. Christ Himself said that
He came "not to destroy but to fulfill." The Christian faith is the flower
of the Jewish religton.
Before the documents were carefully studied, many claimed that they
denied the divinity of Christ and so
destroyed Christianity. Especially was
this seen in the writings of the Frenchman, Dupont-Sommer. But in a clarification in the Saturday Review of
March 3, 1966, he says: "I believe that
the Dead Sea scrolls do not deny the
divinity of Jesus. In a general sense
viewed as a whole, the originality of
the Christian Church seems to me to
remain unchallenged."
WE SHOULD BE grateful to archeology for this discovery near the Dead
Sea. Far from challenging Christianity, the scrolls serve to fill in our knowledge of the background and unique
character of the revelation Christ
brought to the world. By contrast with
them, the incomparably richer message which is Christ's is more readily
appreciated.
"THE ART OF ACCEPTANCE"
The art of acceptance is the art of
making someone who has done you a
small favor wish that he might have
done you a greater one.
—Russell Lynes

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

Next to excellence is the appreciation of it.
—Thackeray

Fulton, Kentucky

The worship most acceptable to God
comes from a thankful and cheerful
—Plutarch
heart.

Voted "Best All Around" in class In Kentucky
in 1954 Kenturky Press Association judging
Successor of various woekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Poet Office Box 485

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Pres.; Association
A member et the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
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Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
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Thursday, May 16, 1957

To receive honestly is the best
thanks for a good thing.
—G. Macdonald
We must look deep into realism instead of accepting only the outward
sense of things.
—Mary Baker Eddy
There is as much greatness of mind
In acknowledging a good turn. as in
doing it.
—Seneca
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By P. W.
Maybe it hasn't struck you
this way, but the idea of naming a motion picture "Heaven
Knows Mr. Allison" has completely baffled me I haven't
seen it, maybe that's the reason I can't interpret the title.
The ads always list it this
way:
HEAVEN KNOWS
MR. ALLLSON
Without seeing the show.
how do you figure it!
Has Mr. Allison asked someone a question, and were they
unable to find the answer, so
they replied, throwing up their
hands, "Heaven Knows, Mr.
Allison". That's the way it has
interpreted itself to me.
Or does the title imply that
Mr. Allison is a good fellow
but Mrs. Allison isn't? In other
words, lieaven knows- Mr. Allison but it doesn't know Mrs.
Allison? We are taught that
Heaven knows about all of us,
even if some of us don't get
there. If the thing is going to
exclude Mrs. Allison, maybe
there's something wrong with
her. Of course, there is the
possibility that the fellow isn't
married.
Or does "Heaven know ..Mr.
Allison" (without any comma)
indicate that he has done some
and
work
exceptional good
Heaven has marked him down
before he is scheduled to get
there?
Heaven knows.
Have you ever had a yen to
write a popular song? We came
across a most interesting story
on this subject that will be
of concern to aspiring song
writers. Might even develop a
hit around these parts; because
as the old song goes. "Everybody's doin it . doin it
doin it .....".
Tin Pan alley, once confined to three major blocks in
three major cities, has now
spread itself all over • the country. Today's popular songs are
being written by hundreds of
men and women from all sorts
of backgrounds, from all walks
of life. Farmers and fishermen,
bankers and bakers, housewives
and hatters alike are enriching
nation's
enlivening the
and
songs
business
with
music
which reflect the joy and sorrow, the problems and pleasures of our everyday lives.
Many of today's hit song
writers got into the business
by accident and do not profess
to be musical geniuses whose
efforts demand immediate ,and
lasting public recognition.
Bob Barron and Burt Long,
for example, hit the musical
jackpot with their very first
composition, "Cindy." But both
of them work in fields other
than music. Bob is promotion
director for a New York paperbook company; Bert is a fourth
year medical student at New
York University.
Larry
co--writer
Sullivan,
with Dorothy Wright of "Cinco
Robles," is an ex-newspaperman now working as Field Secretary for Boys iFtepublic, a
non-profit, self-governing home
for teen age boys from broken
homes.
V. C. Gilbert was a gill net
fisherman on the Columbia
River in Washington when he
conceived of the idea and music
of "Shifting Whispering Sands."
Together with Mary Fiedler
Gilbert, now his wife, he wrote
•

TURNING BACK THE Oaqmeereeremamansmis

VII sever get asettier secretary like you, Miss Estwom•

Kentucky

"Okay, I've gotta sung", you
say . ."where do I go from
here"?
I haven't the faintest notion
of how you go about getting
it published, but maybe the
outfit that sent the above material can tell you if you're
really interested.
Write Special projects, Broadcast Music, Incorporated; 589
Fifth Avenue, New York, 17,
N. Y.
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never pay a cent to have that
done. If your song is good,
you will be paid.

pi
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So it goes in the exciting
music business. The door is
open, all bars are down, and
everybody has a chance to get
in on the act. And from the
steady increase of copyrights
being registered, everybody is
doing it. If you've a mind to
try, go ahead, because Tin Pan
Alley, these days, runs right
through your town, in fact past
your front door. There is one
word of warning, however, to
be appended. Never pay to
have your song published. If
your song is good and a publisher wants to publish it,

the finished song, and saw it
room to success and sell a million copies.
You might expect the author
of such numbers as "My Boy
Flat Top" and "Seventeen" to
be something of a motorcycle
boot and hot rod expert himself. The fact is that John F.
Young, Jr. is a graduate of
the University of Kentucky. He
has been a top executive in
the electrical appliance business and a real estate salesman. He is also the father of
two grown dughters whom he
hopes to educate with the funds
from his hit songs. "Seventeen"
was actually written for and
about his eldest daughter, now
attending the University of
Kentucky.
Albert Gamse, the ex-postal
e ni ployee who co-authored
Dinah
Shore's hit "Chanter
Chanter" with Irving Fields,
began songwriting back around
1920 while furnishing an apartment. His first effort netted
Albert $500, and started him on
a profitable career and hobby
which has included co-writing
such hits as "Yours," "AnsaNicaragua"
pola". "Managua
and most recently, "Chantez
Chanter."
Mae Boren Axton is a Tennessee housewife ,,,and Sunday
school teacher who once worked for an advertising agency.
While raising two sons and
writing articles on teen-agers,
Mrs. Axton co-anthored one of
1956's top hits, "Heartbreak
Hotel." Elvis Presley's big seller.
Wally Gold, whose "Look
Homeward Angel" is currently
making quite a stir, was a
newspaperman before he joined the Esquires, an up-andcoming vocal group Bob Muse',
who wrote "Band of Gold"
with British businessman Jack
European
roving
Taylor, is
correspondent for the United
Press.
Rose Mary McCoy was •
newspaper reporter until the
success of her gongs "If I May"
and "Don't Be Angry" enabled
her to make songwriting a fulltime career. Tom Blackburn is
the author of several novels
and a successful screen writer
as well, but history will probably remember him best as
one of the writers of "Davy
Crockett."
Now that Tin Pan Alley runs
through every town in the
United States, songs are no
longer to be written exclusively in publishers' offices in New
York or Hollywood. They are
being written in almost any
place, at any time and in a
variety of circumstances.
Almost every song America
and the world hums, sings or
whistles has a story behind it.
There was and is a "Cindy" —
only her name is Sandy. There
is a "Green Door" with a peephole. Only it's a yellow door
of an artists Flub in Dallas.
"Cinco Robles" is the name of
a street, and "The Banana Boat
Song" is made up of three
songs "Chanter Chanter" was
originally titled "Marianne" but
the name was scratched at the
post because the two songwriters ahead of Albert Game and
Irving Fields in the audition
studio ,had just finished writing
and recording a "Marianne."

July 9, 1937
Mr. and Mrs. A. G Balddaughter, Rachel
ridge and
Ann
Betty
Misses
Hunter,
Reed, Dolly Curlin of Hickman,
Ky., and Ann Seay of Paris,
Tenn., are spending several
days in camp at Turner Lake,
near Barlow, Ky.
Pearce,
Ann
Miss Dorthy
Blanche
daughter of Mrs
Pearce, left last week-end for
Camp Bon Aire, near Nashville,
Tenn., where she will remain
until September 1. While there
Mrs. Mary
she will assist
Frances Spear, dancing instructor.
Miss Virginia Fleming left
Fulton Saturday for Washington, D. C. where she has accepted a position as representative of the National Park Seminary
Miss Charlotte Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J D. Davis
and bride-elect of Robert Sanger of Hickman, is being honored with a "series of lovely
parties.
At ten o'clock Friday morning Miss Ruth Sanger was hostess to a bridge luncheon at
her home in Hickman, complimenting her house guest, Miss
Lloyd Talley of Clarkadale,
Miss., and Miss Davis.
At bridge high score was
held by Miss Betty Koehn and
Miss Virginia Fleming held
second high score. Both were
presented lovely prizes as were
the honoree.
Those from Fulton who attended were: the honoree, Miss
Elva Davis, Mrs. J. D. Davis.

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Bondurant •
Mrs. Ora Oliver, who has
winter
the
spending
been
months in Fulton has returned
to her home in Cayce, her
friends welcome her.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Simpson,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry
and Freddie spent the day
Thursday at Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice spent Monday afternoon
with Mrs. Lou Bondurant who
Is suffering with a sprained
ankle. We hope she has a
speedy recovery
The many friends of Rev.
and Mrs. Weber were glad to
see them again, he was called
back to deliver the Baccaulaude sermon at the Cayce
School Bro. and Mrs. Weber
lived here for two years when
he moved to Spencerville, Ind.
to take work and enter school.
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarke were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Burnette.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl McMurray
of Murray, Ky. spent the week-

mother of the honoree, Misses
Betty Koehn, Virginia Fleming.
Virginia Meacham, and Florence Martin Bradford.
Friday night Mrs. R. L. Curtus and Miss Martha Kirkman
were joint hostess to • lovely
bridge party at the home of
Miss Allis Dodd in Hickman,
honoring Miss Davis.
Late in the evening the hostess served a refreshing ice
course to about fifty guests
which included, Misses Elva
Davis, Betty Koehn, riorence
Martin Bradford, Virginia
Fleming,
Virginia
Meacham,
Mesdames T. M. Franklin, J.
F Fall, and J. D. Davis.
Amon( those who attended
the Union City-Fulton baseball
games in Union City Monday
night were. Mr. and Mrs Billie
Atkins, Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Atkins, and family, Mr. and
Mrs. H. H. Bugg, Johnnie Owen,
Veron Owen, Harold Owen,
Robert Koelling. Peggy Williams, Clyde Williams, Helen
Shankle,
Maxfield. Elizabeth
Yates,
Davis, Laverne
Bud
Sarah Callahan, Ward Bushart,
Mrs. Pearl Weaver, Mr. and
McClellan, RayMrs. Ward
Harold,
Peeples, and
mond
Clyde Batts, Dorothy Morris,
Martha Ellen Genung, Raymond Pewitt. Edward Pewitt,
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Hannephin.
Mr. and Mrs. Makoln Bell. Dr.
and Mrs. M. W. Hawes, Harry
L. Bushart, -Clarence Maddox,
Mr and Mrs. Cecil Gibson, Mr.
Mrs. Hoyt Moore and
and
family. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Huffman, Bob Binford and T.
D. Boaz.
end with Mr. and Mrs. James
McMurray and attended the
baccaulaude Sermon Sunday
night
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Bennett
and John Miles of Memphis,
Tenn. spent last week with
Mrs. Edna Alexander and Mr
and Mrs. Chester Wade and
sons.
Saturday night dinner guests
of Mrs. "Ella Holly were: Mr.
and Mrs. D. Holly of Beaver
Dion, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
11liv and daughter, Mrs. Avis
Bone and daughter, Mr. Monroe Holly of Crutchfield. Ky.,
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Holly and
family of Hickman. Ky., Miss
Roberta Holly and friend of
Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs Rob Burns of
St. LOUIS, MO., spent Saturday
night with Mrs. Ella Holly and
Mj. Sam Burns.
Mrs. Jessie Powell of Union
City, Tenn., visited Mr. and
Mrs. F.. C. Moseley Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Simpson
and Mrs. A. Simpson attended
the opening of the new girls
domitory in Murray, Ky., Sunday afternoon. Mary Ann is a
student in Murray College.

TO THE VOTERS OF FULTON COUNTY:
I expect to be out of the hospital by Monday
and campaigning shortly thereafter. Those of
you whom I fail to see before election day
please consider this as my earnest request for
your vote and influence.

Sincerely,

HOMER ROBERTS
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Turboglide is the first and only triple.
turbine transmission! You canfeel the
differencefrom your very firsttake-off!
Just slip Turboglide into"D"for "Drive"
and pay it no mind. There is no "Low"
or other positions to worry about.
For this is the automatic with triple
turbines. One for quicksilver starts from a
standstill. Another for cream-smooth cruising. And a third turbine for passing

cad Sassy—ewes

Otovy I Model flkestrated,

be Is/ Alr Sport Sedan wit body by Fisher.

response that's safer all the way.
In GR (Grade Retarder) position
Turboglide helps slow you down—saves
your brakes on long, steep hills.
When you team Turboglide with
Chevy's new Positrac:tion rear axle,
you've really got it made! You have
surer, safer control on any road surface.
Try a sweet, smooth and sassy Chevrolet with these two new extra-coat
options at your Chevrolet dealer's.
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CAT A WINNING DEAL ON
ME CHAMPION!

"spoke New —Ropey leer
with FHA Filmed*,
Ask
Tak• up to VI months to pay
Igor
tor complet• &AWN on
Iroprovoroord.
FHA Woos for Some

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers !CHEVRO,LE7 / display this famous tradesmen

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

EXCHANGE FURN.00
Church Street

Fulton

•
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TIRE SALE at Bennett's Cities
Service on Fourth Street and
Maynard's Cities Service on
LAWNMOWERS: Eclipse lawnMartin IrliOway I
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St. Fulton.
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Wade and Save: 112 Main
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Now $249.95
WHILE it lasts: Inlaid linoleum
Street, phone 478.
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PETE'S
SAVE MONEY
SPINET PIANO
A late-model car and at
I think that people who really know me will
Diamond Wedding Sets
Buy Auto Insurance on
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TO THE VOTERS Of FULTON COUNTY'

Mayfield,

Ky.

PIANO COMPANY, P. 0.
BO 784, PADUCAH, KY.

Je7,04abrive

JUNK YARD
USED CARS AND PARTS
Phones:
Garage 9134; Home 1795

ANCIL A. ROYER

Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 — 116
Wick Smith Agency

Candidate for Sheriff of Fulton County
Democratic Primary
Tuesday May 28. 1957

World's Finest Quality
Zenith T V

Phone 307

Authorized Zenith

Dealer

MOHAWK CARPET
WALL-TO-WALL
OR ROOM SIZE
Call us to estimate your job!
We also install linoleum, asphalt tile, rubber tile and plastic
tile.

FULTON HARDWARE

ALL-New Frigidaire
Super Value!

and Furniture Company
Phone 1
208 Lake Street

We have mailed you a card that will ask you questions about your water
system. Fill it out completely and return it to our office. The information tha you
give us on the cards will help us improve the sanitary condition of rural water
systems.

SPECIAL FREE PRIZES...
MYERS and RUTH BERRY
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS
These cards will also be used in a drawing to take place at the Headqarters Building. Hickman, Ky. at 2 P. M., June 1st. The prizes are two 1/4 H. P.
Jet Water Pumps . . . the winner does not have to be present egowin.

Contest Is Open ONLY To Members Of Hickman-Fulton Counties R. E. C. C.

THESE PUMP DEALERS ARE
AWARDING THESE TWO PRIZES

It's all new-every inch of it-from new SafetySeal Latch to its color gay interior. With the
magical Sheer Look that transforms any kitchen?

Myers Pump Dealers

WS the Handiest Ever

J. B. Nanny
Roy Bowden
Frank Stroud
Watson Co.

Imagine,in 10 cu.ft. you get a Family-Sized Super
Freezer Chest • 8 Big Full-Width Removable
Aluminum Shelves • Handy Removable Half Shelf
• Deep Full Width Porcelain Hydrator • Sliding
Chill Drawer • Huge Super Storage Door with
Butter Compartment and Five Removable Shelves
• 3Quickube Ice Trays-all in a refrigerator which
slips in among your kitchen cabinets for that
treasured "built-in" look.

$1.50
.week
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

A PROUD CHILD
16 A HAPPY CHILD
Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride
of accomplishment.
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Union City, Tem.
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